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Organisational Profile

Scottish Power plc is an international energy company operating across the UK
and in the US, and is listed in the electricity sector on the London Stock
Exchange and the electric utilities sector on the New York Stock Exchange. 
We generate electricity, operate and maintain large power delivery networks,
and provide retail services (including metering, billing and call centre support).
In the US, our activities also extend to coal mining and gas storage, and, in the
UK, to the storage and supply of gas. Our 15,000 employees serve almost 6
million retail and wholesale customers in total, providing energy through
200,000 km of transmission and distribution networks from over 100 power
plants. 

Our company’s origins lie in the state-owned UK utility sector. After
privatisation in 1991, the business developed both through organic growth and
through acquisitions in the electricity, gas, water and telecommunications
industries, most notably our merger with PacifiCorp in the US in November
1999. In 2001/02 we took the strategic decision to focus on the energy
sector, since then our long-term objective has been clear and consistent: to
become a leading international energy company.

ScottishPower has a corporate centre in Scotland and is organised
into four divisions: PacifiCorp and PPM Energy in the US, and Infrastructure
Division and UK Division in the UK. Both PacifiCorp and Infrastructure Division
are regulated, while PPM and UK Division operate in competitive energy
markets. The regulated divisions provide a base for steady growth, achieved
through consistent investment and operating efficiency, while our competitive
divisions seek market share growth and the enhancement of profit margins
through the integration of generation, energy management and customer
services. In addition the Group has a number of joint ventures in the UK and US
principally connected with electricity generation.

PacifiCorp

PacifiCorp is a regulated electricity company operating in six western US
states. It has an exclusive monopoly certificated service territory in all states
except Washington, which is regulated by local energy commissions, with an
obligation to serve in those areas. Its prices and many other aspects of its
business, including the extent to which it can recover its investment in
environmental and social responsibility activities, are determined by these
commissions. The company generates and provides energy for 1.6 million
retail customers, covering an area of more than 136,000 square miles, and it
owns 8,420 MW of generation capacity. 

PacifiCorp owns fuel sources including coal mines and uses these
sources (along with natural gas, wind, geothermal and hydroelectric resources)
to generate electricity at its 71 power plants. The electricity generated from
these plants, as well as electricity bought wholesale, is then transmitted over a
grid of transmission lines before being transformed to lower voltages and
delivered to customers through the company’s distribution system. PacifiCorp
meets around 78% of customer demand from its own low-cost generation, the
remainder being obtained under long-term purchase contracts and other
arrangements. The retail business operates under the names of Pacific Power
in Oregon, Wyoming, Washington and California; Utah Power in Utah and Idaho.

• 6,507 employees
• 1.6 million customers
• £2,321.1 million turnover; £619.3 million operating profit*
• 69,875 GWh electricity sales
• 71 generating facilities, including 54 hydroelectric plants,16

thermal electric plants and one jointly owned windfarm 
• 220 million tons of coal reserves in three mines
• 16,000 miles of overhead transmission lines; 44,000 miles of

overhead distribution lines and 14,000 miles of underground
distribution lines

Washington

Montana

Oregon

Idaho

Nevada

Colorado

California

New
Mexico

Arizona

Wyoming

Utah

Coal 6,586MW (78%)
Hydro 1,077MW (13%)
Gas 646MW (8%)
Wind 33MW (0%)
Geothermal 26MW (0%)
Other sources 52MW (1%)

PacifiCorp energy sources
Generated by PacifiCorp 

Coal 37.66%
Hydro (includes 
Cruachan) 1.56%
Gas 17.13%
Wind 0.9%
Nuclear* 39.47%
Other sources 3.34%
*British Energy

UK Division energy sources
Supplied to grid by UK Division

Gas 806MW 
(49.24%)
Wind 831MW 
(50.76%)

PPM energy sources
Generated/controlled by PPM

US UK

Total turnover by business

PacifiCorp 
£2,321.1m (40%)
PPM  
£352.9m (6%)
Infrastructure Division 
£704.1m (6%)
UK Division 
£2,804.0m (48%)

PacifiCorp in Western US
Electric service areas

US UK
Profit by business*

PacifiCorp 
£619.3m (49%)
PPM 
£36.7m (4%)
Infrastructure Division 
£393.6m (38%)
UK Division 
£101.0m (9%)

Number of employees
Total 14,821

PacifiCorp 
6,507 (45%)
Infrastructure Division 
3,324 (22%)
PPM 
194 (1%)
UK Division 
4,793 (32%)

Business Overview
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Infrastructure Division

ScottishPower’s Infrastructure Division is a regulated asset-owner, holding the
Group’s UK transmission and distribution licences. The Division is divided into
three main wholly owned subsidiaries:

• SP Transmission Ltd owns 4,000 km of transmission network in south 
and central Scotland (132 kV and above)

• SP Distribution Ltd owns the 66,000 km distribution network 
(from 33 kV downwards) in south and central Scotland

• SP Manweb plc owns the 46,000 km distribution system in Merseyside,
Cheshire and North Wales

These asset-owner companies also operate as an integrated business, SP
Transmission & Distribution (SPT&D) to concentrate expertise on regulatory
issues. In addition to these three subsidiaries, a fourth subsidiary, SP Power
Systems Ltd is responsible for managing and maintaining the network on behalf
of the asset owners.

• 3,324 employees
• £704.1 million turnover; £393.6 million operating profit*
• 39,139 GWh of electricity distributed
• 218 km of overhead transmission lines; 44,000 km of overhead 

distribution lines and 14,000 km of underground distribution lines

UK Division

UK Division, ScottishPower’s competitive business in the UK, consists of five
wholly owned subsidiaries:

• ScottishPower Generation Ltd owns and operates its UK power stations 
and generation assets. This comprises some 5,400 MW of generating
capacity comprised of coal, gas, hydroelectric and wind power. 

• ScottishPower Energy Management Ltd and ScottishPower Energy
Management (Agency) Ltd deal in gas and electricity at the wholesale level
and in the commercial instruments and agreements which constitute the
market balancing mechanisms for the competitive energy market in the UK. 

• ScottishPower Energy Retail Ltd holds the Group’s electricity and gas supply
licences, and is the link to our 4.25 million retail customers, both business
and domestic. It manages sales and marketing, billing and processing of
payments, and also handles customer enquiries at three call centres. 

• SP Dataserve Ltd manages ScottishPower’s data and metering, which
underpin customer registration, billing and settlement.

At present, just under two-thirds of UK Division’s generating capacity comes
from coal-fired power stations; however, we are committed to increasing our
renewable energy portfolio and are the largest UK wind developer.

• 4,793 employees
• 4.25 million customers
• £2,804.0 million turnover; £101.0 million operating profit*
• 21 generating sources, including 2 coal-powered power stations, 

3 gas turbines, 2 hydroelectric schemes and 12 windfarms

PPM Energy

PPM is ScottishPower’s competitive US energy business, operating in eight US
states and in Canada, with a generating capacity of a little over 1,600 MW. 
PPM focuses on clean energy, concentrating on renewable power, natural gas
storage, and gas-fired generation, and sells its energy to wholesale customers
such as investor-owned utilities, municipal agencies and public utility districts.
PPM accounted for almost a third of new wind development in the US in 2003.

PPM owns or controls output from nine windfarms, two major gas
storage facilities and three natural gas plants. PPM was the second-largest
provider of US wind energy in 2003, and half of its generation is from wind.

• 194 employees
• 18 large power customers, 37 large gas customers
• £352.9 million turnover; £36.7 million operating profit
• 3 natural gas plants, 9 windfarms, 2 gas storage facilities

British
Columbia

Washington

Montana North
Dakota

Oregon

Minnesota

Wisconsin
Idaho

Nevada

Utah
Colorado

California

South
Dakota

Nebraska

Kansas

OklahomaArizona New
Mexico

Missouri

Arkansas

Texas

Iowa

Illinois

Wyoming

Alberta Saskatchewan Manitoba

Coal-fired

Windfarm

Open-cycle
gas turbine

Hydro

Pumped storage

CCGT (Combined-
cycle gas turbine)

Gas peaker

Coal mine

Geothermal plant

CHP (Combined-
heat & power station)

CCGT
Under development

Gas storage

Gas storage
Under development

Gas peaker
Under development

Windfarm
Under development

PowerSystems 
service areas

Electric 
service areas

Gas-fired spinning reserve 

ScottishPower in the UK
PowerSystems service areas

PPM Energy in North America

*excluding goodwill amortisation
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It’s easy for us to talk about corporate social responsibility (CSR).
Easy to say that we will only create sustainable long-term

value for our shareholders if we are mindful of the needs and
expectations of our other stakeholders (including our employees,
our customers and the communities where we do business), 
and the environment. Anyone who has read a large company’s
social or environmental report will have encountered similar
sentiments, and will be familiar with the language (or as some
might view it, the jargon) of CSR.

Matching CSR rhetoric with reality, on the other hand, 
is an altogether more complex challenge. We have to take
decisions every day, decisions that almost always involve trade-
offs between those ever-vigilant stakeholders. Sometimes, the
decisions are major strategic ones that will set the course of our

company for many years to come. Other decisions may seem
smaller, more fleeting in their impact. But every one of us at
ScottishPower makes decisions, and it is the collective effect of
every single decision that determines ScottishPower’s impact on
the environment and on society.

That is why I consider the preparation of this
Environmental and Social Impact Report (ESIR) to be such 
an important exercise. By seeking to establish our company’s
overall impact, each of us at ScottishPower gains valuable
insights, which contribute to better decisions being made. 
We are better equipped to contribute to commercial priorities
like managing risks and identifying new opportunities. Better
equipped to understand our company’s performance, and how
individuals’ performance is part of the bigger picture. I see this

Every one of us at ScottishPower makes decisions, and it is 
the collective effect of every single decision that determines
ScottishPower’s impact on the environment and on society. 
By seeking to establish our company’s overall impact, 
each of us at ScottishPower gains valuable insights,
which contribute to better decisions being made.

Ian Russell, Chief Executive
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Chief Executive Statement

report as a practical tool for delivering continuous
improvement, which is itself a central component of our
business strategy.

The most important CSR development at ScottishPower
this year has been the start of an open and wide-ranging debate
about what CSR means for our company. While our commercial
vision is clear – to be a leading international energy company –
our CSR vision is less so. Of course we aim to behave
responsibly: we provide an essential public service, and
responsible behaviour has always been part of our culture and
our performance. But behind any generalised commitment to
‘responsible behaviour’ lies a variety of choices – strategic and
operational decisions we must take. The questions we will be
asking ourselves in our debate are these: Where do we want
ScottishPower to be in the spectrum of CSR commitment that
runs from compliance to leadership? Should our level of
commitment be the same in each of the businesses within the
Group, or should we take account of the differing market and
regulatory contexts within which each business operates? And
finally, should we choose the same level of CSR commitment 
for every aspect of our environmental and social impact?

So the aims of our CSR debate are to further define and
articulate our vision for CSR, to clarify the key drivers behind
that vision, and to align our management processes accordingly.
We hope the debate we have begun this year will eventually
encompass the entire company.

As an energy company, we have an obvious and
important impact on the environment. I believe that
ScottishPower has an enormous opportunity to become an
international champion of cleaner energy, a world leader in
sustainable development. We have already made clear our
support for the general objective of moving towards a low-
carbon economy, and we have already set and met concrete
performance targets in a whole range of environmental impact
areas. Nonetheless, the speed of movement – and the
implications for society as a whole – is a matter for debate. 

Some question what this would mean in practice: How
realistic is the goal of becoming an international champion of
clean energy? How would our decision-making change? How
exactly would such a commitment support our commercial
strategy and our responsibilities to our shareholders? And in
making these decisions, how should we take account of the
different regulatory regimes that affect different parts of our
business? In other areas too, there are complex questions, issues
and dilemmas that are already surfacing in our debate: the
extent to which we promote energy efficiency; our policies on
customer disconnections; the scale and nature of our
community contribution. These issues and others must be
evaluated in the context of significantly differing cultural, legal
and regulatory environments in the US and the UK. 

There is one area, however, in which the level of
performance we are aiming for is clear. Protecting the health
and safety of our employees, customers and the public is a duty,
not a choice. Our performance in this regard is good, but must

be better: we suffered one fatality in December 2003, and that is
one too many. We have established a process to identify and
then achieve world-class health and safety performance, which
we report on here and will continue to share in the years to come. 

You’ll see from this year’s ESIR, and from our detailed
Environment, Workplace, Marketplace and Community
Performance Reports that can be viewed online, that we already
take a leadership position in many aspects of CSR, and that our
internal debates about CSR have neither slowed nor stopped
progress in areas that are important to our business and to our
stakeholders. In the UK, we have maintained our final salary
pension commitment. Our corporate governance practices meet
the demands of regulation in both the US and the UK. We have
received external recognition for the quality of our CSR
performance in a number of categories, including our 12th
overall placement in Business in the Community’s second
Corporate Responsibility Index and the Edison Electric
Institute’s International Utility of the Year Award from an entry
that focused on Progress through Responsibility.

We are also proud of the continuous improvements we
are making to our CSR reporting as well as to our performance.
We have now reported on our environmental impact for nine
years, and feel confident that we have a robust process in place
– a confidence bolstered by our inclusion in the short list of the
Association of Chartered Certified Accountants’ Awards for
Sustainability Reporting. 

Last year saw the publication of our first combined
Environmental and Social Impact Report (ESIR), accompanied
by more detailed online reports on our major impact areas, and
we have made a number of improvements over the past 12
months. We have conducted a thorough review of our reporting
framework to ensure that it gives a more comprehensive picture
of our impact using the most relevant indicators; we have
improved our data collection processes, and we have provided
training for our employees involved in the reporting process. 

We will continue to pursue, with passion and with
energy, our strategic objective: a position of leadership among
international energy companies. We will, over the course of the
next 12 months, clarify the precise role that CSR will play in
achieving that objective. I look forward to reporting back to you
on the outcomes of that debate. In the meantime, I hope you
enjoy learning more about our CSR performance over the past
year, and as ever, would welcome any feedback you may wish to
give to help us continue to improve our performance. 

Ian Russell Chief Executive

Full 2003/04 Environmental, Workplace, Marketplace
and Community Performance Reports are located on
the ScottishPower website: www.scottishpower.com
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1 Our Approach

Our approach to our environmental and social
responsibilities reflects the way we do business as an

energy company. We celebrate rigour, precision and attention 
to detail. We tend to favour the methodical implementation 
of continuous improvement. We treat CSR the same way.

The working definition of CSR at ScottishPower is 
a sustainable approach to business that seeks benefits for
customers, employees, communities, the environment, the
company and its shareholders.

In common with many other companies, particularly
those in the energy sector (and in the UK, those companies 
that were once in government ownership), our CSR learning
curve has consisted principally of broadening an early focus 
on environmental stewardship and community involvement 
to encompass the full range of our impacts on society, to
produce a balanced CSR vision and strategy.

We are certainly not there yet, but as our Chief Executive
explains in his introduction to this report, we have recently
embarked on an exciting internal debate that will clarify our
future direction on CSR and the speed at which we travel down
that path. We look forward to reporting back on the outcomes
of that internal debate. In the meantime, the sections below
outline how, at present, CSR at ScottishPower is managed, 
how we engage with our stakeholders, and how we go about
reporting on our environmental and social impact.

2 Governance and Management

ScottishPower’s Executive Team is responsible for
articulating a clear vision for the company’s approach to

environmental and social responsibility, with the long-term aim of
ensuring that the vision is brought to life in the daily behaviour of
all our employees. The members of the Executive Team are: Ian
Russell, Chief Executive; David Nish, Finance Director; Charles
Berry, Executive Director, UK; Judi Johansen, President and Chief
Executive Officer, PacifiCorp; Simon Lowth, Director, Corporate
Strategy and Development; Dominic Fry, Group Director,
Corporate Communications; Terry Hudgens, President and
Chief Executive Officer, PPM; Ronnie Mercer, Group Director,
Infrastructure; Andrew Mitchell, Group Company Secretary;
Michael Pittman, Group Director, Human Resources; James
Stanley, Group Director, Commercial and Legal.

Two committees directly support the Executive Team in
this task – the Energy and Environment Committee (E&EC)
and the Corporate Social Responsibility Steering Committee
(CSRSC). In addition, there are specific functional committees
that report directly to the Executive Team, including the Human
Resources Policy Committee and the Group Health & Safety
Committee. We also have a newly formed Community Policy
Committee, which pulls together community functions across
the Group. 

Environment
We have a long-established environmental policy, and we have
been reporting on our environmental impact for nine years. 
The E&EC comprises representatives from each business and 
is concerned with business issues surrounding the increasingly
interconnected nature of energy and environment policies. 

1 Our Approach
2 Governance and Management
3 Stakeholders

4 Reporting Process
5 Audit and Verification

Environmental and Social Responsibility 
at ScottishPower

ScottishPower’s Values
Well-earned customer loyalty
We shall deliver quality and value for money services 
which meet and influence our customer’s needs

Enhanced shareholder value 
We shall create value by building businesses and 
continuously seeking opportunities to gain advantage 
over competitors

Positive working environment
We shall seek to provide a positive working environment 
which inspires employees to fulfil their potential and 
maximise their contribution

Trust of communities
We shall maintain the respect and trust of communities
through recognising and responding to the needs of both 
the local and wider environment

Teamwork and leadership
We shall place continuing importance on the way we 
work together and increasing focus on developing our
‘teamworking skills’
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Environmental and Social Responsibility

The E&EC has responsibility for recommending policies
in the areas of energy and the environment for ratification by the
Executive Team, and for monitoring the application of policy.
The E&EC is chaired by the Chief Executive and reports directly
to the Executive Team. The E&EC met twice during the
reporting period, in May and December, and has a number of
sub-groups including the Governance Group and Policy Sub-
Groups that focus on specific issues such as biodiversity and
contaminated land.

We integrate environmental sustainability issues into our
business through our business planning process, which occurs
each year. The Group Environment Director provides an
overview to our businesses of the major environmental issues 
in the US and the UK for the year ahead to ensure that they are
appropriately considered and addressed in the planning process.
Each business submits its business plan to the Group
Environment Director for content and consistency with overall
Group policy. Each business also sets Key Performance
Indicators (KPIs) linked to our environmental principles and
international strategic goals. Further details can be found in
our online Environmental Performance Report. 

Corporate Social Responsibility 
ScottishPower’s Corporate Social Responsibility Steering
Committee (CSRSC) was established by the Executive Team 
in November 2002 with a specific focus in mind: overseeing
ScottishPower’s first integrated Environment and Social Impact
Report, published in July 2003. The CSRSC met four times in
that capacity before being reconstituted in October 2003 with 
a wider remit and broader representation from our four
businesses. The newly reconstituted CSRSC met a further four
times during the period covered by this report. 

The CSRSC is responsible for Group-wide CSR policy
development, co-ordination, management and reporting. Its
principal responsibilities are to review and align group policies
on responsible business; to identify and assess reputational risks,
and to review CSR performance against KPIs developed by each
business. Since its undertaking of a broader remit in October
2003, the CSRSC’s primary focus has been to facilitate and drive
the internal debate on the role of environmental and social
responsibility at ScottishPower in the future. 

Dominic Fry, Group Director, Corporate
Communications, chairs the CSRSC, and its members are senior
executives representing an individual business, a key CSR
function, or a relevant Group committee. 

In addition to their formal representation on the CSRSC,
ScottishPower’s E&EC, Group Health and Safety Executive
Committee and Human Resources Steering Group all contribute
to the development, implementation and monitoring of CSR
policies across the Group. 

Strategy

Governance

Finance/Risk

Environment

Procurement

PacifiCorp

PPM

UK Division

Infrastructure

Health & Safety

HR

Communities

Communications

ScottishPower’s CSR Steering Committee

Energy & Environment Committee
chaired by CEO

E&EC
Governance

Group

Energy use
sub-group

Green purchasing
sub-group

Biodiversity
sub-group

Contaminated 
land

sub-group

Transport
sub-group

Reporting
sub-group

Energy & Environment Structure

Managing CSR Performance
ScottishPower again voluntarily participated in
Business in the Community’s Corporate

Responsibility Index. The second such index, which bench-
marks responsible business practice of top UK compa-
nies, placed ScottishPower 12th overall in a field of 139,
including 56 FTSE 100 companies. 

Our 2003 score was 94.26%, rising by more than 10%
over 2002 and saw progress in assurance and integration,
which still have room for improvement.



CSR Performance Management
The greatest CSR challenge for any business is the integration
and embedding of CSR: turning principles and policies into
daily business practices at every level of the organisation. To date,
we have addressed this challenge through our performance
management and reporting systems used across our Group. 
We operate a system of balanced scorecards that is used to set
targets and measure progress. These scorecards include some
metrics that measure environmental and social performance in
certain areas, including accident rates, employee satisfaction
and customer satisfaction and complaints. 

We have recently begun an internal review of the CSR-
related metrics in use at business and department levels and
intend to evaluate these in the light of the outcomes of our
internal debate about the drivers for CSR at ScottishPower. The
long-term aim is to ensure that our performance management
system is aligned with our CSR vision, strategy and objectives. 

Social performance indicators that have clear and robust
means of measurement have evolved more slowly than their
environmental equivalents. But the fact that we are now reporting
on social, as well as our environmental impacts, is serving as a
powerful tool for improving performance. After conducting a
thorough internal and external review of our reporting indicators
this year, we now have a reporting framework that is both
comprehensive and appropriate to our business. Maintaining a
consistent framework in future years will allow us to see where
we are doing well and where we need to make improvements.

3 Stakeholders

ScottishPower’s approach to stakeholder consultation
has historically been driven and defined by our

individual businesses rather than Group policy. The very nature
of each of our businesses – providing essential services to
particular communities and organisations – requires that we
understand the views and needs of our stakeholders and
respond to their concerns through communication, action or
both. Details of the stakeholder consultation activities carried
out by our businesses – including with customers – can be found
throughout this report, and online within our four performance
reports. Below, we highlight some of the Group-level
stakeholder engagement activities that we have undertaken
during the period covered by this report. 

Employees
At least once a year, we conduct an all-employee survey
(Attitude & Action) to measure our employees’ perception of
the company’s direction, and their views on empowerment,
sense of value, training and development and management
communication. In 2003/04, additional questions were added 
to the survey to gather further employee feedback on
communication, safety and pay and benefits. Overall, employee
perception has improved from 2.88 to 3.25 out of five since the
first survey was conducted in the first quarter of 2002/03. Our

Executive Team reviews the results and each business sets action
plans and targets for the following year based on the findings. In
addition, individual businesses and functional areas regularly use
surveys and other tools to understand the issues facing employees.

As we move forward with our CSR debate, we will
explore opportunities to develop systems for testing employees’
understanding of the role imposed upon them by the CSR
process, and for helping them respond to this role.

Government and Regulators
We aim to build effective and trusted working relationships with
all levels of government, both to address business and customer
issues proactively and to respond to emerging issues and needs.
Local government relations are typically handled at the
business-unit level for issues such as commercial contracts,
wayleave or right of way planning and other local issues. A co-
ordinated approach is undertaken at the state and federal level
in the US, the Scottish Parliament, Welsh Assembly and
Parliament level in the UK, and for broader issues with the
European Union. 

We provide regular updates to Government on key
issues, including energy policy, general business and economic
issues, and corporate social responsibility. We also respond to
Government consultations on relevant issues. Our focus in
2003/04 has been on the UK Energy White Paper, the Energy
Bill in the US and renewable energy in both countries.

In March 2004 in the UK we conducted audits to
determine the views of members of parliament and assembly
members in the House of Commons, the Scottish Parliament
and the National Assembly for Wales. It is the first time that we
have undertaken such a study. The audits sought the views of

Regional Advisory Boards
A cross-section of civic and business leaders
from the communities we serve through

PacifiCorp in the US come together throughout the year to
provide us with insights and suggestions for enhancing
business performance, community presence and customer
sentiment. They convene as Pacific, Utah and Wyoming
Regional Advisory Boards (RABs). The boards meet jointly
on a quarterly basis, with meetings of the individual boards
held at the discretion of the board chairman. The work of
the boards facilitates and maintains constructive
relationships with key stakeholder groups and is echoed
locally by work of Customer Advisory Boards. Last year, we
undertook several initiatives as a result of the
recommendations of the RABs, including working with
colleges in Wyoming to explore developing partnerships for
training and apprenticeships, increasing the number of
staff in Utah working on our community activities and
conducting training sessions for RAB members on issues
such as customer communications and operations safety
to enhance their understanding of our business.

ScottishPower Environmental and Social Impact Report  07
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Environmental and Social Responsibility

these audiences on our performance, our communications and
on the major issues affecting the energy sector. The audit of
Westminster MPs included both a quantitative survey and a
qualitative one. Amongst respondents to the quantitative survey,
39% agreed with the statement: ScottishPower takes seriously its
corporate social responsibilities. Among those interviewed for
the qualitative survey, this rose to 79%. 

In the US, we conduct regular research with regulators 
in each state to assess the quality of our relationships, ease of
working and areas where we can improve. Our second survey of
regulators’ perceptions of our performance showed an increase in
satisfaction over 2002/03. Overall scores increased from 7.2 to 7.7
out of 10. We aim to maintain or improve upon this good result.

Shareholders
In January and February 2004, we conducted a new shareholder
survey, interviewing leading UK and US investors for their
impressions of our performance and disclosure. In addition, 
we continue to run an extensive investor relations programme,
with more than 180 meetings carried out in 2003/04 with
institutional investors. For more information on our
communication with shareholders, please refer to page 11. 

Other groups
Other customer, community and interest groups are represented
formally and informally in rate making, licensing and siting
processes. Some groups represent specific interests such as low-
income consumers or biodiversity, while others represent the
range of issues that affect local communities. One forum through
which we seek external opinion is our UK and US Environmental
Fora which bring together independent experts and key opinion
formers to test and challenge our energy and environmental
policy thinking. Where feasible we build their recommendations
into our plans and operations. These Fora give us a useful check
on our intelligence gathering, provide inputs to our policies and
business planning processes and test our response to these issues.

In addition, we recognise that we operate in and serve
indigenous communities in the US where we conduct business
with over 38 Native American Tribes. We are working with
Indigenous Corporate Training to better define future
programmes and are working directly with tribes on important
local matters. One that has garnered significant attention this
year is hydroelectric relicensing in the US and specific concerns
raised in the Klamath Basin.

Consultation on reporting indicators
In 2002/03, we conducted a formal consultation process 
with internal and external stakeholders to assist us in the
development of our first integrated environmental and social
reporting framework. In 2003, we engaged the services of an
independent CSR consultancy to conduct a review of our
reporting framework against national and international best
practice. This framework was cross-checked against a number of
the most commonly used methodologies, including the Global

Reporting Initiative. Following this review, and after further
internal consultation, we removed from our reporting framework
those indicators that were not relevant to our business, and
added a number of new indicators, for which we have developed
measurement mechanisms and implementation timescales. This
revised reporting framework was reviewed and approved by the
CSRSC and is the one used in the production of this report. 

4 Reporting Process

As we have already made clear, we see environmental
and social impact assessment, monitoring and reporting

as a primary tool in understanding and improving our
performance in non-financial areas of the business, and our
reporting process itself continues to improve. In 2002/03, 
our external assurance process and our internal audit review
both identified areas for improvement. Since last year’s ESIR,
we have made the following improvements: 

• A review and subsequent revision of our reporting framework
based on comprehensiveness and materiality criteria 

• Fuller internal consultation on reporting indicators
• Group-wide agreement on the reporting framework before

the process began
• Clearer and more accessible presentation of data and

information 
• Training provided for staff involved in the reporting process
• Internal performance managers recruited and trained to

manage the reporting process for each performance report
• Milestones and deadlines communicated more clearly

One of the biggest reporting challenges we face – and one
common to many companies involved in non-financial reporting
– is that of effective communication. We recognise that in their
current form, much of the data and information contained within
this report may not reach the stakeholders who may be the most
interested in it. This has been, and continues to be the subject of
discussion and we are working to improve communications
plans for our environmental and social impact reports that help
us reach our diverse audiences more effectively in the future. 

5 Audit and Verification

All the information and data contained in this ESIR and
in the four accompanying online performance reports is

collected and verified by individual business units, and is
thoroughly checked by our internal audit team for accuracy,
consistency and completeness. Any data or statements that
cannot be certified through this process are not included. 
An independent third party, the corporate social responsibility
consultancy csr network, which has the opportunity to review
source information and data and to interview staff, also reviews
the reporting process. The assurance statement from csr network
is included on page 34 of this report.



Corporate Governance

1 Our Approach
2 Board of Directors and Committees
3 Performance and Risk Management

4 Business Conduct
5 Shareholders
6 Political Donations and Lobbying

1 Our Approach 

We take seriously our commitment to the highest
standards of corporate governance, basing our policies

and practices on the principles of accountability, transparency
and integrity. Corporate governance sets the framework within
which we meet all our financial and non-financial objectives. 
It determines how authority and accountability are distributed
throughout our company, and how the different organs of the
company interact. It is the institutional discipline that enables 
us to generate shareholder value in a way that is consistent with
the expectations of all our stakeholders and our values.

High-profile corporate scandals – some of the most
notable occurring in our sector – have prompted considerable
scrutiny of and focus on corporate governance in recent years.
This gained further momentum during 2003/04, with a growing
trend of shareholder activism clearly apparent in the US and
UK. In the US, implementation of rules arising from the
Sarbanes-Oxley Act 2002 continued, and the New York Stock
Exchange amended its listing rules to adopt revised corporate
governance principles. In the UK, a revised Combined Code
(based largely on the recommendations of the Higgs Report) 
was adopted by the Financial Reporting Council, and will apply
to ScottishPower with effect from the 2004/05 financial year. 

The fact that ScottishPower is listed on both the New
York and London Stock Exchanges poses unusually complex
challenges for us. In some aspects of corporate governance, 
the current environment in the US is the most testing; in others,
the UK rules require higher standards. We comply with the
requirements of each regulatory regime as necessary, which
results in a higher standard throughout our company. This has
contributed to our reputation for being at the forefront of best
practice development, a position which we are committed to
maintaining. This year, we have reviewed and adapted our
policies to take account of recent changes on both sides of the
Atlantic, and have also renewed our focus on legal compliance. 

The Annual Report and Accounts 2003/04 includes a 
full corporate governance statement, which sets out how
ScottishPower has complied with the provisions of the
Combined Code in the UK and with the Sarbanes-Oxley Act
2002 and associated rules (to the extent they apply to the
company) in the US.

2 Board of Directors and Committees

The ScottishPower Board comprises the Chairman,
seven non-executive directors and five executive

directors (including the Chief Executive). All of the non-
executive directors are considered to be independent. 

The wide-ranging experience and backgrounds of the
non-executive directors ensure that they can debate and
constructively challenge management in relation to both the
development of strategy and performance against the goals set
by the Board. Selection is through an objective process involving
the use of external consultants and is based on clearly defined
selection criteria and role specifications. Non-executive directors
are appointed for a specified term of three years and re-
appointment is not automatic. There is a well-established
division of authority and responsibility at the most senior level
within ScottishPower through the separation of the roles of
Chairman and Chief Executive.

Guide to Business Conduct
Recognising the need for clear, widely
communicated codes of conduct and new

regulatory requirements, this year PacifiCorp’s Office of
General Counsel led an interdisciplinary task force to refine
the company’s Guide to Business Conduct. 

Rather than updating simply to comply with new regulation,
the company brought together human resources, finance
and internal audit for detailed improvements to the Guide,
including incorporation of all new legislative requirements
(Sarbanes-Oxley) and new publication quality. We also
undertook detailed communications with employees and full
distribution across the company. 

While the updates – including fraud reporting, whistleblower
protection, anonymous hotline, code of ethics for principal
officers and disclosure committee – have been completed,
additional work is ongoing. Efforts include ongoing employee
communication, compliance reviews and monitoring.

This exercise is currently being replicated in the UK and a
similar Guide to Business Conduct will be issued in 2005. 
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Corporate Governance

The Annual Report and Accounts 2003/04 includes 
full biographical details of Board members and also sets out 
the attendance of Board members at Board and Committee
meetings.

The Board meets on a regular basis 12 times a year, 
and at other times as required. The Board receives monthly
operational performance and risk reports, which include
consideration of relevant developments across the Group
including the key CSR areas of environment, workplace,
marketplace and community. This enables the Board to take
regular account of the strategic significance of CSR matters to
the Group, and to consider the risks and opportunities arising
from these issues that may have an impact on the Group’s short-
and long-term value. In addition, CSR matters are included in
the induction and development programme for directors, which
was revised during the year. Board members are provided with 
a monthly newsletter that tracks external developments and
current issues in the fields of corporate governance and CSR.

Three principal standing committees, namely the
Nomination, Remuneration and Audit Committees, support 
the Board. Full details of the membership and remit of these
committees are contained in the Annual Report and Accounts
2003/04 and their terms of reference are available on the
ScottishPower website. The Nomination Committee is tasked
with keeping under review legal and regulatory developments 
in relation to corporate governance.

In addition, decision-making authority is delegated to 
the Executive Team, and thereafter to management within the
Group, in accordance with a revised schedule of matters
reserved to the Board for decision, most recently updated in
January 2004. The Executive Team ensures executive focus 
on Group-wide performance and risk management.

A Governance Manual intranet site has recently been
launched at Group level, giving employees with internet access
the ability to view the high-level governance policies of the
Group. The site includes details of the Board and its committees
as well as a description of the delegation of authority to
management and other key Group-wide policies.

3 Performance and Risk Management

We operate a robust internal control structure. The
directors of ScottishPower have overall responsibility 

for establishing and maintaining an adequate system of internal
controls and for reviewing the effectiveness of the system. The
system of internal control is designed to manage rather than
eliminate risk. In pursuing these objectives, internal control can
only provide reasonable and not absolute assurance against
material misstatement or loss. The Executive Team is responsible
for implementing the risk management strategy; ensuring that an
appropriate risk management framework is operating effectively
across the Group; embedding a risk culture throughout the
Group; and providing the Board and the Audit Committee 
with a consolidated view of the risk profile of ScottishPower,

identifying any major exposures and mitigating actions. 
The Finance Director is responsible at Board level for risk
management. Full details of business risks and litigation can 
be found in the Annual Report and Accounts 2003/04.

During the year, ScottishPower has focused on the
importance of legal compliance; initiatives on this subject will
continue into the year ahead. ScottishPower defines compliance
as adhering to applicable law and regulations, and more broadly
as having in place appropriate structures, controls and processes
to monitor and enforce this compliance. We recognise the
impact that compliance failings could have on the company,
so we track the issue as part of our risk management framework.
Initiatives to review, monitor and enforce compliance are
underway in both the US and UK and their implementation 
is being monitored by the Audit Committee. 

ScottishPower operates within a rigorous performance
management framework that ensures that both business and
individual performance are managed, measured and rewarded
consistently. It applies performance management across the
Group ensuring that our strategy is included in objectives of the
Group, divisions, corporate functions and individuals. As part 
of our framework, a series of financial and non-financial
performance metrics are measured and reported upon each
month. These metrics include the Group management accounts,
financial performance, progress towards strategic priorities, key
issues pertaining to the month and the top ten risks at Group,
divisional and functional levels.

We use balanced scorecards to set metrics – key
performance indicators (KPIs) – and targets for the delivery 
of objectives in four areas: financial, customer/stakeholder,
employee and process. Each area is critical to achieving delivery
of our Group strategy. Balanced scorecard reports are reviewed
by the divisional boards, the Executive Team and the
ScottishPower Board on a monthly basis. Environmental KPIs
are also reviewed by the E&EC.

This report includes commentary on trends and some of
the KPI highlights for CSR matters, while additional information
is included in our online performance reports.

4 Business Conduct

We have in place a number of policies that seek to foster
and maintain our well-earned reputation for integrity

and ethical business conduct. In compliance with the Sarbanes-
Oxley Act 2002, the Audit Committee has adopted at Group-
level a Code of Ethics for Principal Officers which commits
executives covered by the code to conduct their duties in an
honest and ethical manner, avoid conflicts of interest, and
ensure accurate and fair disclosures. The Audit Committee has
also adopted at Group-level fraud and whistleblowing policies.

This commitment to good business conduct is also
cascaded throughout the businesses. In the US, we have
revisited Guides to Business Conduct with PacifiCorp updating
its Guide and PPM creating one, both setting out key ethical



standards and business conduct policies (see page 9). PacifiCorp
also has in place a Policy on Dishonest or Fraudulent Activities
and Whistleblower Protection (including a fraud hotline), and
an Ombudsman Policy. In the UK, employees are required to
adhere to a Code of Conduct and Disciplinary Rules. A Probity
Policy, which defines expectations on behaviour and for dealing
with matters such as conflicts of interest, and an Information
Disclosure Policy are also in force for all UK employees. 

5 Shareholders

Our Investor Relations team communicates with our
institutional investors through analysts’ briefings and

extensive investor road shows in the UK, US and Europe, as 
well as timely stock exchange announcements, meetings with
management and site visits. The Board, and in particular non-
executive directors, are kept informed of investors’ views in the
main through distribution of analysts’ and brokers’ briefings.
Both the Chairman and, if appropriate, the senior independent
director are available in the event of shareholder concerns that
cannot be addressed through management. At the time of
appointment of new non-executive directors they are available
to meet with shareholders on request. 

Broader shareholder communication takes place through
the ScottishPower website, which contains recent company
announcements and other useful information, and also through
the Annual Report and Accounts and Annual General Meeting.
All directors attend the AGM, and shareholders have the
opportunity to hear presentations on ScottishPower’s financial
and business performance as well as to question the Board on 
its stewardship of the company.

As disclosed in the Annual Report and Accounts
2003/04, the directors and members of the Executive Team held
a combined total of 1,978,243 ordinary shares (equivalent to
0.11% of the issued share capital) as at 20 May 2004. Full details
of the directors’ interests in ScottishPower shares are set out 
in the Remuneration Report section of the Annual Report and
Accounts 2003/04.

6 Political Donations and Lobbying

ScottishPower is a politically neutral organisation. In the
UK, we are required to comply with the Political Parties,

Elections and Referendums Act 2000. This legislation defines
political donations and expenditure in wider terms than would be
commonly understood by these phrases. The definitions include
expenditure that the Board believes it is in the interests of
ScottishPower to incur. The Act also requires companies to
obtain prior shareholder approval of this expenditure; at the
Annual General Meeting in 2003 ScottishPower obtained
authorisation up to a maximum amount of £100,000 and
authority for a similar amount was obtained at the AGM in 2004. 

During 2003/04, ScottishPower paid a total of £13,950
for activities that may be regarded as falling within the terms of
the Act. These activities comprised the sponsorship of briefings,
receptions and fringe meetings at party conferences and
attendance at party events. These occasions present an
important opportunity for ScottishPower to represent its views
on a non-partisan basis to politicians from across the political
spectrum. The payments do not indicate support, and are not
intended to influence support, for any particular political party.
It should be noted that these activities do not contravene the
restrictions on political contributions under the US Public
Utility Holding Company Act of 1935, to which the company 
is also subject. 

In the US, ScottishPower is prohibited from any
involvement in campaigns for public office under US law, as it 
is considered a foreign national and is also a registered utility
holding company. Subsidiary companies PacifiCorp and PPM
Energy are not foreign nationals, but the Public Utility Holding
Company Act prohibits corporate contributions to campaigns
for public office at any level from affiliates of registered holding
companies. Thus, neither PacifiCorp nor PPM makes such
contributions. We inform employees of relevant contribution
rules, guidelines and prohibitions by including this information
in our Guide to Business Conduct. These prohibitions generally
do not apply to state and local ballot measure campaigns.
PacifiCorp contributes to measures when the matter in question
is deemed of sufficient importance to the interests of PacifiCorp
and the communities it serves. In 2003/04, we made $750,000
in contributions to ballot measure campaigns of which all but
$6,000 was to oppose formation of a People’s Utility District 
in Multnomah County, Oregon. In each instance the recipient
campaign organisations are obligated under the state law to
report all contributions to the Secretary of State.

We work to develop and convey consistent positions on
key issues both through our activity and our membership with
industry and professional organisations. Our total lobbying
expenditure in 2003/04 was £250,000 in the UK, which
includes payments made at all political levels directly and
through firms, trade associates and campaigns. In the US,
federal and state lobbying expenses totalling $760,018 for
calendar year 2003 were reported to the relevant federal and
state offices.

In the US, all lobbyists undertaking work for the
company are accountable to comply with state and federal
lobbying laws regarding ethics and disclosure. All lobbyists
provide copies of their lobby registration and disclosure reports
to our Government Affairs department, which keeps them on
file, adhere to applicable codes of conduct adopted by various
lobbying organisations in their jurisdictions, and provide
regular oral or written reports to us on their activities
representing the company. 
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1 International Strategic Goals

Our international strategic goals for our environmental
impacts are:

• Becoming a leading international renewables provider,
particularly of windfarms

• Being recognised as setting the world standard for customer
choice through green products linked to renewables

• Working with customers to achieve greater levels of energy
efficiency in the home and in the workplace

• Recognising the links between social issues, such as fuel
poverty, and linking these to our energy efficiency activities

• Ensuring security of supply through the use of a diverse
generation portfolio, investing where feasible in cleaner and
more efficient forms of generation

• Investing in higher levels of environmental protection for our
coal-fired plant, responding to concerns about acidification,
haze and local air quality 

• Achieving lower levels of CO2/kWh across our portfolio to
help combat climate change

2 Key Issues

The main environmental issues that we face as a result 
of our operations are:

• Energy: How can we reduce the carbon intensity of our
generation emissions by investing in renewables? How can
we best deliver our customer energy efficiency programmes
and how can we link them to fuel poverty? How can we
minimise internal energy use? 

• Air quality and global climate change: How can we
minimise the effects of the use of fossil fuels in our generation
portfolio, as well as emissions from the various forms of
transport we use?

• Land and biodiversity: How can we manage our impacts on
land biodiversity as a result of our coal mining, hydroelectric
and network activities?

• Resource management and waste: How can we best manage
our procurement activities, and our use of resources, and the
resulting waste streams from these activities including waste
reduction programmes and recycling? 

3 Performance Summary

Global economic growth brings with it enormous
benefits through increasing wealth and raising living

standards; but it also creates an ever-increasing demand for
energy. One of the most complex challenges the world faces is
meeting that demand securely and affordably while minimising
negative environmental consequences, and the nature of our
business places us at the heart of that challenge.  

Clearly, much of the context for ScottishPower’s
response to the environmental challenge is determined by
others: international agreements, national and local government
policy, and the requirements of regulators.

To date, our strategy has had two components. The first,
and most important, is the adoption of a rigorous, performance-
based approach to our environmental impact. Detailed
information on our environmental governance and management
systems, and Group and business-level environmental KPIs, 
can be found in our online Environmental Performance Report.

The second component of our strategy has been
enthusiastic participation in local, national and international 
policy development on the environmental impact of electricity
generation and supply.

Looking to the future, our Energy & Environment
Commitee is active in supporting the continued development of
environmental policy positions with the ScottishPower Group.
E&EC discussions also include a careful evaluation of the risks
and opportunties for our business as we consider developments

Environmental Performance Summary

1 International Strategic Goals
2 Key Issues
3 Performance Summary
4 ScottishPower’s Business Level Key 

Performance Indicators

The full 2003/04 Environmental Performance Report 
is located on the ScottishPower website:
www.scottishpower.com/esir_environment
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in new markets and judge them against our hierarchy model for
sustainable development as illustrated above. We have developed
a number of issue-specific policies within areas such as transport,
internal energy use, biodiversity, environmental purchasing and
contaminated land. We track our performance towards meeting
our goals through carefully chosen key performance indicators
that are related to ScottishPower and business division goals.

Across each of our businesses, we have had no
environmental prosecutions over the period of the report.

Our performance on CO2 emissions, renewable energy,
electricity generation from natural gas and energy efficiency is
summarised below; a summary of our performance on ‘green’
electricity products is included in the Marketplace section of this
report (on page 23), and further, detailed information on all aspects
of our environmental strategy and performance can be found online.

CO2 emissions
One of our international strategic goals is to achieve lower levels
of CO2 emissions per kWh of electricity across our portfolio. 

In the UK, preparations are well underway for the
introduction of the EU Emissions Trading Scheme from January
2005. ScottishPower has 11 installations covered by the scheme,
and we are currently involved in establishing procedures for the
monitoring, reporting and verification of CO2 emissions in line
with rules set out by the appropriate Government bodies. 

In the US, PacifiCorp has joined the California Climate
Action Registry. We are the first electric utility headquartered
outside of California to join, and will establish our baseline in
2004. The Registry is recognised as the gold standard for
reporting and tracking of greenhouse emissions, including CO2.

Against our key performance indicators for CO2 emissions,
we have shown a continued strong performance per GWh, albeit
within a greater overall total due to the need for increased
electricity generation from our coal stations over the year.

Cleaner coal
Currently, the most significant proportion of the electricity we
generate is from coal. Burning coal gives rise to atmospheric
emissions, of which the most significant (in addition to CO2) 
are sulphur dioxide (SO2) and nitrogen oxide (NOx). 

We manage environmental issues at our coal-fired
stations via our ISO 14001 environmental management systems.
These include the effective management of combustion
processes and pollution control.

In the US, due to the use of low-sulphur western coal
and the use of coal-scrubbing technologies, PacifiCorp’s owned
and operated power plants achieve an SO2 emission rate below
the US average. For our plant, we have shown a slight rise in
overall SO2 and NOx emissions due to an increased requirement
for electricity generation over the year. However, in terms of our
key environmental performance indicators of emissions per
kWh, SO2 and NOx, both have remained constant. 

PacifiCorp is also pursuing emissions control projects
totalling $120 million on its 450-MW coal-fired Huntington
Unit 2 in Utah. Improvements include a wet-lime scrubber to
reduce sulphur dioxide emissions by about 95%, a ‘bag house’ 
to reduce particulate emissions by about 80% and low-NOx

burners to reduce NOx by about 40%. Projects are expected 
to be operational by 2007.

In the UK, we have shown improvements in our key
environmental performance indicators for our energy supply as our
business has grown. Our emissions per GWh of energy supplied
have been reduced for SO2 and we have shown a slight increase for
NOx due to the increased use of gas-fired generation within our
supply mix. At this stage, our emissions per GWh remain slightly
above the indicators set out from our 1999 generation portfolio.

Renewables
Our approach to renewables is heavily influenced by Government
policy and regulation, particularly in the UK. The UK Government
has announced a target of 15% of all electricity generation to be
from renewable sources by 2015, with a further aspiration to
achieve 20% by 2020. These national policy objectives are
supported by the Renewables Obligation, which requires all
licensed electricity suppliers to supply a growing proportion of
their sales from eligible renewables in accordance with specific
yearly obligation targets. In the UK, ScottishPower achieved an
average compliance of 64% using Renewable Obligation
Certificates, compared to a lower industry average of 59%.

In the UK, our wind development activity is already
regarded as leading the market: we currently have 983 MW under
development or in the planning process, against our objective to
build 1,000 MW by 2010. During the year, we received planning
consent for the Black Law windfarm, near Edinburgh, which is
the largest onshore windfarm approved in the UK to date. 

Wind energy has been a key growth area in
ScottishPower’s renewables portfolio. However, we recognise
that all forms of electricity generation have an impact on the
environment, and wind power is no exception. As we plan for

Hierarchy for Sustainable Development
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windfarms, we take account of the need to address the impacts
they can have on habitats, birdlife and local landscapes. 
We operate specific criteria for windfarm site selection that
include a strong emphasis on local consultation and action to
minimise any potential environmental costs. This year, we have

commissioned an artist to develop attractive wind designs to co-
exist with the natural environment. In addition, we are leading
the industry in addressing the effects of wind turbines on aircraft
radar systems – a major obstacle in the granting of planning
consent for windfarms in the UK.

Our Infrastructure Division has made a major
contribution to the potential of renewable energy to serve 
the UK’s future energy needs through its Renewable Energy
Transmission Study, which was established to identify
infrastructure resource requirements in support of renewables.
The impact of renewable energy on the distribution (as opposed
to the generation) of electricity is often overlooked. Certain
characteristics of renewable energy – intermittent supply,
dispersed generation locations and so on – demand an entirely
different power distribution network to the one in operation
today. Infrastructure Division’s study of these issues helped
inform our recent announcement to upgrade our high-voltage
transmission lines. The new lines will herald an investment of
over £400 million, and will be the biggest improvement to the
UK’s electricity grid in 40 years.

In the US, there is no explicit federal government target
for renewable energy generation, although some state
governments set renewable portfolio standards. Incentives such
as the Federal Production Tax Credit for renewable energy have
played a strong role in stimulating the growth of renewables.
PacifiCorp’s Integrated Resource Plan, developed in
consultation with regulators and other stakeholders, is its 10-
year blueprint for energy supply resource. It reflects a valuation
for CO2 in investment decisions and, as a consequence, it
identifies additional renewable capacity as providing a critical
component of the resources that will be needed for the future. 
In 2003, PacifiCorp issued a request for proposals for 1,100 MW
of additional renewable generation capacity, one of the largest
commitments to new renewable energy supply in the US from an
investor-owned utility. PacifiCorp was presented with the 2004
Utility Leadership Award by the American Wind Energy
Association partly for its leadership role in the increasing
utilisation of wind power by the electric utility industry.  

PPM has a visionary goal of bringing 2,000 MW of new
renewable wind generation on line by 2010, subject to the
extension of the Federal Production Tax Credit for renewable
energy. In support of our goal, PPM sold over 80% of the overall
wind capacity of nine wind projects under long-term contracts.
PPM purchased the 24 MW, 16-turbine Klondike Wind Power
Plant, early in 2003. In addition to the existing Stateline and
Phoenix Wind Power wind projects and its purchase of
Klondike, PPM brought six new wind farms on line in 2003 
in five different states: High Winds and Mountain View III in
California, Flying Cloud in Iowa, Moraine Wind in Minnesota,
Wyoming Wind and Colorado Green. 

PPM’s US market share constitutes nearly 30% of all 
new wind to come into operation in 2003. The six windfarms
and the purchase of Klondike total an addition of 528 MW to
PPM’s wind portfolio, a 174% increase over the prior year, and
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earns PPM the position of the second-largest wind provider in
the US in 2003.

In addition to our commitment to wind and hydro power,
we are moving ahead in other forms of renewable generation. 
In the UK, ScottishPower is involved in the co-burning of
biomass at two coal-fired power stations and we have recently
announced a feasibility study into a new wave power trial. 

Hydro generation
In the US, hydroelectric power has long provided a source of
relatively clean, emission-free electricity, and electric utilities are
granted licences by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
to use waterways for hydro generation. These licences are granted
for periods of between 30 and 50 years, and re-licensing has been
a key issue for PacifiCorp. The re-licensing process requires
companies to demonstrate to regulators, across a range of
criteria, that existing plants are suitable to continue in operation.
Of the nine major projects undergoing relicensing, three have
received new licences, three settlement agreements are pending
before FERC, and three continue in the process. Each of these re-
licensing processes requires a complex evaluation of sustainable
development interests to ensure that the economic, social and
environmental needs of the relevant local communities are met.
Further information on the relicensing of our hydroelectric
facilities can be found online at www.pacificorp.com.

Gas-fired generation
Gas-fired electricity generation produces significantly lower 
CO2 per kWh than coal-fired plant. We see a stronger role for
gas-fired generation within a balanced international portfolio. 

Our total gas-fired generating capacity in England and
Wales is now over 1,800 MW, with the addition of the 800-MW
Damhead Creek plant this year to meet significant growth in 
UK customer numbers. As part of PacifiCorp’s IRP, we also
announced construction of two new gas-fired combined-cycle gas
turbine power plants in Utah – Currant Creek and Lake Side – to
meet growing energy demand. PPM’s 506-MW natural gas-fired
plant in Klamath Falls, Oregon, continues to set the standard for
environmental performance through its combined-cycle technology.

Energy efficiency 
Our approach to energy efficiency is to promote awareness,
develop and introduce energy conservation services, and link
energy efficiency to competitive market activities and new
commercial opportunities where appropriate. 

In the UK, our range of energy efficiency programmes has
now resulted in the achievement of 88% at the end of year two of
the three-year energy savings target set for us by our regulator.
Our continued emphasis on promoting energy efficiency measures
will benefit all customers including those who suffer the effects
of fuel poverty. A notable example of this approach is our
partnership in the Newcastle Warm Zone, an initiative aimed at
using energy efficiency to reduce carbon emissions and help tackle
fuel poverty. This is the largest programme of its kind in the UK.

During the year, ScottishPower participated in the high-
level UK advisory group in connection with the development of the
second Energy Efficiency Commitment from 2005 onwards, and in
the Department of Trade and Industry’s Energy Services Working
Group preparing for a new energy efficiency customer trial.

In the US, energy efficiency continues to be seen as a
fundamental strategy for meeting resource needs, and has figured
prominently in PacifiCorp’s resource planning process. PacifiCorp
offers a range of energy efficiency programmes to its customers,
including Energy FinAnswer, which provides commercial,
industrial and agricultural customers with high-quality energy
engineering services to identify and quantify energy efficiency
opportunities. In Utah and Washington states, the programme
includes cash incentives to make it easier for customers to invest
in energy efficiency upgrades, and in Oregon similar services are
available to our customers through the Energy Trust of Oregon.
New programmes in Utah also provide incentives to customers 
for participating in demand-side management such as
refrigerator recycling and air conditioning load control.  
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Cutler Marsh Bird Area
There’s a ‘hidden jewel’ in northern Utah that
spans 10,000 acres of exceptional wetlands, 

bird and other wildlife habitats. Flocks of pelicans fly in to
forage there every day, and it’s home to a nesting colony of
Great Blue Herons and another of the rare white-faced Ibis. 

In 2003, PacifiCorp sold 150 acres adjacent to the Cutler
Hydro Project to Bridgerland Audubon Society for its use 
in creating the Amalga Barrens Bird Sanctuary. PacifiCorp
owns and operates Cutler Marsh, part of the company’s
Cutler Hydro Project on the Bear River in Cache County,
Utah. It is now recognised as an important and intact habitat
for a wide variety of migratory birds. 

In partnership with Bridgerland Audubon Society, PacifiCorp
has been working for the past six years under a
comprehensive Resource Management Plan to improve and
enhance these wetlands areas. The entire area – Cutler
Marsh and Barrens Sanctuary – is Utah’s newest designated
Important Bird Area. 
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Biodiversity
Our strategy for managing biodiversity issues is to minimise
impact, positively enhance habitats and, where environmental
impact is unavoidable, implement restoration that enhances
habitat and species. We place considerable emphasis on treating
natural habitats with respect, and this commitment is reflected
in our Group Biodiversity Policy. The policy is designed to be
implemented in different ways by each of our businesses,
depending on the nature of the business activity and its impacts.
Our businesses are now developing and implementing specific
Biodiversity Action Plans that minimise the impacts of their
operations on local environments and species and positively
enhance them wherever possible. Biodiversity Action Plans also
specify action to restore habitats where damage is unavoidable. 

Biodoversity Action Plans are being developed and
implemented at four of our sites: Longannet, Cockenzie,
Galloway Hydro and Townhill substation. Major new
investments by Infrastructure Division in the UK are now
subject to careful scrutiny through impact assessment studies,
maximising the benefits of the considerable amount of work
that the Division has done on biodiversity and habitat
protection.

ScottishPower has been recognised for its work on
biodiversity this year with a number of awards. The Group was
awarded the International Association of Impact Assessment,
Corporate Award, partly in recognition of the work we have
undertaken in respect to biodiversity and habitat management.
In the US, our Bridger Coal Company was awarded the Mining
Reclamation and Wildlife Stewardship Award for 2003 from
Wyoming Game and Fish, and The National Audubon Society
recognised PacifiCorp, along with the Bridgerland Audubon
Society, with an Important Bird Area designation at the Cutler
Marsh/Amalga Barrens site (see page 15).

The online Environmental Performance Report contains
further detailed information on our biodiversity performance in

a range of impact areas: fisheries, birds, land reclamation and
the prevention of land contamination.

Waste
We aim to promote waste minimisation, encouraging beneficial
re-use or recycling and, where these are not practical, ensuring
disposal in an environmentally responsible manner in
accordance with our duty of care obligations. Our prinicipal
waste streams are ash and sludge from our power station
operations, and spoil waste arising from road excavations.  

In the UK we have made significant investment in ash
recycling in the past year, as outlined in the case study below. 
We have also increased the focus on spoil recycling in place 
of landfill with nearly 50% re-used or recycled within our
Infrastructure business. For our US operations, we continue to
promote the beneficial use of both furnace bottom ash and
pulverised fuel ash. Details about our wastes and waste
management are included in our online report. 

Other environmental impacts
It is our policy to monitor and report on the full range of our 
environmental impacts. Commentary on issues such as water 
consumption, waste emissions and resource use and other
aspects of our environmental performance can be found online. 

Conclusion
There is a real passion for the environment at ScottishPower, 
a passion that is reflected not just in the rigour and care with
which we approach the specific areas of environmental impact
highlighted here and detailed online, but in our attitude to the
future. We recognise that there is much still to do in meeting the
strategic goals that we have set ourselves, notably in expanding
our renewables portfolio, ensuring our customers get the best
from the energy they use, delivering improvements in air quality,
and in earning the trust of the communities we serve. 

Revisiting Waste: ScotAsh 
The completion of an £8 million investment in new facilities at ScotAsh has provided
the capability to recycle ScottishPower’s ash output as high-quality products for the

construction industry. ScotAsh, a Longannet Power Station-based joint venture between
ScottishPower and Lafarge Cement UK, was established in 1999. The partners realised that
they could recycle power station ash in the construction industry. 
They had to overcome two key problems: matching supply to demand, as power stations produce
most of their ash during the winter while the peak time for construction is summer, and
customers in the concrete and readymix cement sectors require a stable pulverised fuel ash
(PFA) carbon content, while ash from the power stations is variable.
PFA has many uses, including cement and concrete manufacture, where it enhances strength
and durability. It is also used as fill material, a lightweight aggregate and in building blocks.
The partners drew up a strategic investment plan that included cutting-edge electrostatic separation technology which separates the pow-
dered un-burnt coal from the mineral ash to control carbon content and fineness.
Recycling PFA reduces the need for primary aggregates, helping to conserve valuable natural resources. The re-use of ash also saves
energy and the associated CO2 emissions that would be required to crush, grind and heat raw materials. Each tonne of PFA recycled in
cement products saves around 900 kg of CO2 emissions.



KPI (Key Performance Indicators) FY2002/03 FY2003/04
PacifiCorp

Energy efficiency measures installed 15.43 MWa* 14.53 MWa*
Net renewables supplied (excluding large hydro) New KPI 2,246,069 MWhs*
Thermal Plants
Total number of major thermal plants 8 plants registered ISO 14001 EMSs 8 plants registered ISO 14001 EMSs
with ISO 14001 EMSs
CO2 generated per GWh 1,008.2 tons/GWh* 983.2 tons/GWh*
SO2 generated per GWh 1.94 SO2 tons/GWh* 1.95 SO2 tons/GWh*
NOx generated per GWh 1.81 NOx tons/GWh* 1.77 NOx tons/GWh*
Hydro Resources
Create and implement management systems within hydro Baseline assessments facilities 66% ISO 14001-conformant EMSs in place at 5
resources to ensure that environmental considerations EMS conformant 62% major river basins (62% of PacifiCorp’s
are successfully incorporated in major business decisions hydroelectric facilities)
Hydro Relicensing 
Acquire new FERC licences that protect customer and New KPI • Reached new community and local
environmental benefits government agreement for Lewis River

(recreation fees, law enforcement, etc)
• Received National Hydro Association

Outstanding Steward of American Rivers
award for North Umpqua resource
protection and collaborative efforts

Mining
Perform various phases of disturbed mine Bridger Coal Company 378.43 acres reclaimed Bridger Coal Company 412 acres reclaimed
land reclamation at PacifiCorp’s surface mine operations  Glenrock Coal Company 55.17 acres reclaimed Glenrock Coal Company 532 acres reclaimed
at BCC an GCC to foster permanent vegetation
sustainability and eventual bond release
Power Delivery
EMS documentation, procedures and training EMS implemented at four hub facilities 100% of targeted staff trained
to all appropriate employees EMS documentation complete for 8

targeted facilities

PPM

Develop 2,000 MW of new wind capacity by 2010 A total of more than 560 MW of wind in A total of more than 830 MW of wind in
(subject to suitable economic, market and permitting operation or under construction operation 
conditions)
Develop and implement a suitable Developed; implementation EMS systems in place for all
Environmental Management System for PPM underway at new facilities current locations operated by PPM
(covering all locations operated by PPM)

UK Division

Generation
Carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions 0.47 tonnes/GWh** 0.45 tonnes/GWh*
per GWh of energy supplied
New renewables commissioned None Cruach Mhor Windfarm 29.75 MW
New CHP commissioned Blackburn Mill (60 MW) No further CHP commissioned during

2003/04
Sulphur dioxide (SO2) emissions 2.52 tonnes/GWh** 2.07 tonnes/GWh*
per GWh of energy supplied
Oxides of nitrogen (NOx) emissions 1.00 tonnes/GWh** 1.01 tonnes/GWh*
per GWh of energy supplied
Comply with the Renewables Obligation (RO), Complied fully with the ROs and submitted 64% of the Data not yet available
and minimise the cost of compliance Renewable Obligation Certificates on a GB basis
Customer Sales & Service
Energy Efficiency Commitment savings Achieved 25% of three-year target Achieved 88% of three-year target

Infrastructure

Total fluid-filled cable losses 8,438 litres 9,350 litres 
Total amount of oil replaced 30,335 litres 30,781 litres
Total spoil disposed to landfill 214,050 tonnes 106,500 tonnes
Total spoil recycled 41,955 tonnes reused 106,500 tonnes
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* Reporting for calendar year **Emissions year: October – September
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1 International Strategic Goals

Our international strategic goals for our workplace
impacts are:

• Work at the highest levels of industrial safety across our
international business and continuously improve health and
safety performance

• Become an employer of choice amongst leading international
energy companies, by providing a safe, challenging and
rewarding working environment

• Create a consistent, positive employment experience which
encourages and supports high personal performance 

• Invest in training and lifelong learning opportunities for all
our staff

• Provide equal opportunities for all

2 Key Issues

The main issues that we face in the workplace are:

• Protecting the health and safety of employees: How can we
continuously improve our health and safety performance so that
we create a work environment free from injury and illness? 

• Ensuring a consistent, positive working experience: How
can we provide our employees with a working environment
that encourages and supports them in achieving their best
personal performance?

• Building a high performance culture: How should we
develop the leadership skills of senior managers, creating a
working environment that optimises personal achievement
and satisfaction?

• Training and developing our people: How can we offer
training and development programmes throughout our
businesses to implement our policies, procedures and
business plans whilst ensuring we comply with legislation and
best practice standards?

• Providing equal opportunities to all individuals: How
should we maintain and promote a foundation of fairness,
mutual respect and understanding within ScottishPower?
How should we recognise that all employees contribute to
our success and our reputation as an employer, service
provider and member of the wider community?

3 Performance Summary

Health and safety 
Working in the energy industry is potentially hazardous,

however the likelihood of being injured at work is greatly reduced
through the implementation of safe working practices and a positive
health and safety culture. For example thousands of our employees
cannot start work without first conducting a risk assessment of the
work area and receiving a safety document. Our safe systems of
work undergo continual development to reflect the demands of an
ever-changing business environment, and our in-depth knowledge,
skills and experience gained over many decades ensures that any
emergency can be managed effectively. We consider it our moral
duty to do all we can to minimise these risks and to give our
employees confidence that when they come to work at
ScottishPower, they are working for a company that does not take
this duty lightly. Accordingly, our aim is to achieve world-class health
and safety performance in all our businesses. Some of the ways in
which we are working to achieve that standard are detailed below,
with a full description of our health and safety systems and processes
available to view in the online Workplace Performance Report.

However, systems and processes are only part of the
story. If we are to create a working environment that is free from
injury and illness, there needs to be a culture of safety at every
level of the organisation. During the past 12 months, the Chief
Executive has given a strong personal commitment to the
building of such a culture: an extensive programme of site visits
and internal communications has emphasised the importance
that the business attaches to this key issue.

Workplace Performance Summary

1 International Strategic Goals
2 Key Issues
3 Performance Summary

The full 2003/04 Workplace Performance Report 
is located on the ScottishPower website:
www.scottishpower.com/esir_workplace
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Overall, our health and safety performance improved last
year, with the number of accidents per 100 employees falling from
0.80 to 0.63, a 22% reduction. Despite the success of these
strenuous efforts, however, one of our employees died in the course
of his work last year. We have conducted a full Panel of Inquiry
into the incident and produced a report that contains a number
of recommendations including actions to prevent recurrence.

Management of health and safety at ScottishPower is
based on our Group Health & Safety Framework, introduced 
in January 2004. This is designed to give our businesses all the
powers they need to prevent accidents and protect employees in
all aspects of health and safety at work. The Framework consists
of five components: a Statement of Intent from the Board and
Chief Executive, the Group Health and Safety Policy, Group
Health and Safety Standards, Standard Operating Procedures,
and individual Safety Management Systems for each operating
business. There are 12 key Health and Safety Standards that set
out what we expect to achieve in each area of health and safety.
These standards are used to provide regular assurance to the
Board, the Executive Team and to our employees that health and
safety is being managed effectively and in line with stated policy.

We have developed a comprehensive governance system
for health and safety so that individuals and committees are
clear about their responsibilities and roles. Each business is
responsible for developing and implementing its own procedures
for health and safety management that are consistent with our
health and safety strategy. The standardisation of practices and
procedures is encouraged so that best practices can be shared
and universally adopted. By sharing best practices we can 
move forward our health and safety performance. We place

considerable emphasis on employee involvement in the health
and safety decision-making process, as this is the best way of
ensuring that systems and policies deliver tangible results. An
example of employee involvement during the past year was our
Safety Representatives Conference in April, reinforced in August
2003 with the launch of our Safety Representatives Charter.
Approximately 130 employees were involved in these efforts.

A new system for measuring our health and safety
performance, the health and safety assessment protocol, was
introduced in October 2003. This measures performance against the
12 Group Health and Safety Standards by allocating a score from
one to five, with a score of four or five being the level that would be
reached by a world-class organisation. A world-class health and safety
performer would combine committed and visible leadership with
a high degree of employee involvement building a partnership to
establish and maintain an excellent health and safety culture. The
assessments are carried out through a combination of management
interviews, process analysis and field verification. Last year, we used
the protocol to establish a baseline measure for health and safety
performance in our eight main operational areas. The results showed
that 19% of our combined business achieved level four or five; 54%
achieved level three, and 27% achieved level one or two. The
assessment also showed that there is scope for improvements across

Health and Safety Performance 2002/03 2003/04
Deaths 2 1
Total Lost-Work-Day/Lost-Time Accidents 115 90
Lost-Work-Day/Lost-Time Accident 
Incidences Rate (per 100 employees) 0.80 0.63

Note: Performance is tracked and reported for ScottishPower employees. Figures do not include
contract workers or the public

Putting health and safety first
We aim to achieve world-class health and safety performance in
all our businesses.

1
2

ScottishPower Best Practice
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1 Leadership 76.5
2 Employee Involvement 76.2
3 Risk Management 57.4
4 Training & Competence 57.2
5 Occupational Health 53.2
6 Information & Communication 80.5
7 Rules & Procedures 62.0
8 Contractor & Supplier Safety 61.6
9 Accident Investigation & Analysis 61.1
10 Change Management 20.1
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12 Audit & Review 69.3
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all businesses of, on average, 33% through the sharing and transfer
of internal best practice. We have created an internal best practice
model (shown on page 19) and have used this to help set targets which
were specifically designed for each business to improve performance
in seven of the 12 Group Health and Safety Standards. For example
all of the businesses must achieve Level 3 in Occupational Health.

Employee relations
Our employees provide an essential public service. Many of them
are called upon to perform exceptional duties in order not to let
the public down – going out in appalling weather conditions to
repair broken power lines, taking the trouble to understand the
circumstances of customers who may not be able to pay their bills,
and so on. At the front of our minds as we frame our policies on
employee relations is the morale and motivation of our workforce, an
exceptionally precious asset. The creation of a positive, harmonious
and supportive work environment is not a luxury for ScottishPower,
but a necessity. As in any other business, however, there is always
tension between asking the most of our employees, and asking so
much that the balance between work and the rest of their lives – and
thereby the quality and effectiveness of the work – ends up suffering.

These dilemmas are formally handled within the Human
Resources function, and in 2003/04 we developed plans to
implement the Group Human Resources strategy approved by
the Board in July 2002. These plans aim to ensure that in the next
few years, regardless of where in the Group they work,
employees will share a consistent, positive experience of working
for ScottishPower that encourages and supports high personal
performance. We have started this initiative by focusing initially
on our senior management population. During the last year we
have put in place a number of initiatives, for example total
reward statements and a dedicated portal, that have moved us
considerably towards having a consistent and positive working
environment. During 2004/05 we will take many of these policies
and processes to our broader employee population.

Our formal policies on a wide range of employee relations
topics (working hours, union recognition, ethics, harassment,
whistleblowing and grievances) comply with legal requirements
in the US and UK, and are described in more detail online. Here,
we outline the areas in which we take a leadership position. 

As well as working for the best possible relations with
employees on an individual level, we work for positive and
constructive collective relationships. ScottishPower recognises 
and respects the right of its employees to join a trades union: in the
US, we recognise eight trades unions, accounting for 56% of the
workforce; in the UK we recognise five trades unions, accounting
for 58% of the workforce. We know that positive relationships and
ongoing, genuinely two-way dialogue with employees and their
representatives contribute a great deal to the achievement of the
company’s performance objectives. This applies not only to
collective bargaining on areas such as pay and conditions, but to
major operational decisions involving organisational change.

In the US, where ScottishPower operates a ‘no surprises’
policy in all union relations, our guidelines specify an approval
process for any workforce reductions, a 60-day employee
notification period, severance payments, continuation of health 

benefits, and assistance in finding new work for any employees who
lose their jobs as a result of a site closure, relocation or restructuring.

In common with most major employers, we’re learning that
the factors that contribute to employee satisfaction are changing.
Today’s progressive employer – and tomorrow’s leader in employee
relations – takes account of the need for employees to balance their
work and personal lives. We therefore consider the implementation
of family friendly policies and work-life balance a key part of our
overall commitment to investing in our people. For example, the
ScottishPower UK Flexible Working Policy goes beyond statutory
requirements and offers employees innovative options such as
‘term-time’ working, where parents work only during school terms. 

Equal opportunities
In an ever more competitive world, our success depends on
recruiting and nurturing the best talent. There are skills shortages
in many of the key areas of our operations – network engineering
is one notable example – and we are determined to be an
employer that is open to everyone, whatever their background.

Our aim is straightforward: to offer people rewarding
opportunities on the basis of their performance and ability to 
do the job – and on that measure alone. In our view, making this
aspiration a reality requires three distinct types of activity:
formal policies and processes, ongoing monitoring so that any
systematic problems can be identified and addressed, and the
building of a generous and inclusive culture.

Our formal policies and processes on equal opportunities
are compliant with the respective legislative frameworks 
in the US and UK. As these frameworks change over time, we
adjust our internal policies and processes accordingly. The only
relevant change in either country over the past year was the
introduction in the UK of the Employment Equality Regulations
2003, which extended existing equality legislation to protect
workers from discrimination on the basis of their sexual
orientation, religion or belief system. These regulations now
form part of our UK businesses’ equal opportunities policies. 

Male 85.9% Female 14.1% 

US managerial
Male 78.1% Female 21.9% 

US non-managerial

Male 61.1% Female 38.9% 

UK managerial
Male 66% Female 34% 

UK non-managerial

Workforce Profile
Across the ScottishPower Group at 31 March 2004, 71.7% of employees are
male and 28.2% are female (compared to 72.8% and 27.2% respectively in
2002/03) and the Board of Directors is 84.6% male and 15.4% female. 



In addition to complying with the letter and the spirit of
the law, our formal policies and processes exceed mandatory
legislative standards in the following respects: in the US, we
follow an affirmative action policy that sets specific targets for
the recruitment of women, ethnic minorities, disabled people
and military veterans, and we ensure no discrimination on the
grounds of sexual orientation. In the UK, where formal
affirmative action is illegal, we encourage our businesses to
increase the volume of job applications from under-represented
groups, an approach known as positive action.

Positive action is an important aspect of ScottishPower’s
approach to disability issues in the UK, where we have made five
specific commitments:
• To interview all disabled candidates who meet the minimum

criteria for a job vacancy
• To ensure that all disabled employees, at least once a year,

have the opportunity to discuss action that could be taken to
assist their development

• To make every effort to enable employees who become
disabled to stay in employment

• To take action to ensure that all employees develop the
appropriate level of disability awareness required to make the
commitments effective

• To review the operation of the commitments every year.
In May 2004, in recognition of these commitments, Job Centre
Plus awarded the Disability Symbol to ScottishPower. 

The equal opportunities policies and processes described
above are complemented by our monitoring systems. While in
the US it is mandatory for companies like ours to monitor and
report on their equal opportunities performance, this is not the
case in the UK. However, we do so in both countries because
this helps us to identify where we need to work harder to attract
the best people. In the US, we maintain a comprehensive
reporting and internal auditing system designed to measure the
effectiveness of our efforts to reduce barriers to the employment
of women and minorities, and in the UK we maintain a database
that records equal opportunities information supplied by
candidates as part of the recruitment process. 

We collect data about the proportion of our workforce
represented by ethnic minorities (9% in the US and 1% in the
UK), although we cannot provide useful trended data, and the
figures for the UK are based on information captured during the
recruitment process rather than on an all-staff analysis.
Furthermore, we do not currently know how many ScottishPower
employees have a disability. We have identified a number of
areas in which our monitoring system is capable of improvement
and will introduce modifications in the coming years.

The third type of action we are taking on equal
opportunities is to foster a generous and inclusive workplace
culture. On occasion, this may require attitudes to be changed – 
a complex task, particularly where discrimination is the
unintended consequence of subconscious prejudices. It is our
policy to communicate the expectations we have of all our
employees through equal opportunities training and embedding
programmes. 

Learning and development 
We take the development of our employees’ skills and knowledge
extremely seriously, as evidenced in our online Workplace
Performance Report. This details the £10 million and 380,000
employee hours worth of work-based training that was delivered to
our employees over the past year. As our 2003/04 Annual Report and
Accounts made clear, we remain committed to developing talent at all
levels within the organisation. In part, this is because we know that
well-trained employees will do their jobs better, thereby contributing
more powerfully to the achievement of our commercial objectives.

The best example of our commitment to employee learning
and development is ScottishPower Learning, established in the UK
in 1996 in partnership with the company’s trades unions.

ScottishPower is deeply committed to the principle of
lifelong learning. In the UK, ScottishPower Learning was
established in 1996 in partnership with the company’s trade unions
to provide a range of development opportunities for employees,
their families and the wider community, helping them to become
whoever they want to be. Staff have access to around 600 on-line
learning courses available via a network of Learning Centres,
Learning Access Points and desktop PCs. These courses include IT
skills, leadership and management skills, customer service, finance
and languages. In the past year, nearly 25,000 hours of learning (in
addition to the 380,000 hours of work-based training provided by
the company) were accessed through the network of Learning
Centres. Nearly 900 staff and their families enrolled in Home
Learning, allowing them to access over 500 courses over the
internet via their home PC. In addition, ScottishPower Learning
provides staff with the opportunity to access personal development
courses at local colleges. Courses include sign language,
bricklaying, foreign languages, interior design and photography.

We also find ways to link our employees skills
development with our community programmes, to meet specific
training needs and to build skills required in their jobs. In
2003/04, 85 staff were engaged in community-based activities
through ScottishPower Learning. 
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Human Resources restructure

In 2003 we announced a new vision for
ScottishPower UK Human Resources function: to

deliver seamless professional service across the functional
activities, career development opportunities for all HR
employees and added value to the business in the UK and
across the Group. 

The new function was created after a review of the role,
composition, cost, efficiency and effectiveness of corporate 
centre activities. It involves specialist teams offering the best
HR support available. The process of moving into the new
structure involved communications and consultation with the
businesses and employees involved, including an HR Review
intranet site to keep employees fully informed of developments.

We conducted a similar efficiency review of HR in the US,
focused on improving both effectiveness and efficiencies in
training, HR governance and resourcing.
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Since its inception, ScottishPower Learning has used its
skills and resources to create learning opportunities for people
in the communities where we operate, particularly in areas of
economic deprivation. Through its range of community
programmes, ScottishPower Learning has supported the training
of nearly 9,500 young people. Further information regarding
these community programmes is available in more detail in our
Community Performance Report online.

ScottishPower Learning is a tremendous source of pride
for us. We have enjoyed sharing its experience and benefits with
our US colleagues. PacifiCorp Learning was established in 2000
and now offers nearly 900 online courses to employees, retirees
and their families and has formed a number of local partnerships
to share evolving learning opportunities with targeted audiences. 

Our formal training and development processes took a
significant step forward last year with the integration of the Learning
and Development functions of our UK businesses into a shared
service centre. This will enable better sharing of best practice,
and better monitoring of individual employee development,
allowing us to implement a single, integrated strategy for employee
development. A similar integration process is taking place in the US.

Looking to the future, PacifiCorp will in 2004/05 launch
a Core Curriculum to raise the knowledge base of employees and
support the critical skills required for success at every level of the
organisation. And as well as the delivery of our core training
programmes, ScottishPower will this year be emphasising the training
needs of line managers, focusing on both skills and behaviours. 

Our leadership initiatives on learning and development
illustrate a fundamental truth about our company: we believe in
lifelong learning. We will continue to innovate in programmes
and opportunities that raise the knowledge and skills of our
employees, their families and our local communities. 

Leadership
We introduced a Leadership Model two years ago to guide and
develop the behaviours we expect from the top 250 leaders across the
business, the Senior Management Group (SMG). The model has been

successfully integrated with our communication, development
resourcing, performance and reward processes. This year we reviewed
the model to ensure alignment with our strategy; an executive
director working with a cross-section of the SMG led the review.
In January, changes were adopted including a reduction in the number
of key behaviours from 35 to 31, a re-ordering to reflect greater
emphasis on health and safety, and a number of new behaviours
including safety and sustainable development. The model is part
of our performance review process for senior management,
reflecting our commitment to focus on ‘how’ we deliver.

Employee satisfaction 
At least once a year, we conduct an all-employee survey,

Attitude & Action (A&A), to measure our employees’ perception of
the company’s direction, and their views on empowerment, sense of
value, training and development, and management communication.
Since 2002, the A&A survey has tracked employees’ perceptions on
eight issues connected with the work experience. These range from
‘I am proud of what the company is trying to achieve’ to ‘I feel valued
as a member of a team’. This year, we added three more statements
to gather further employee feedback on communication (‘the
company does a good job keeping me informed about matters that
affect me’), pay and benefits (‘I believe pay and benefits are as good
as pay and benefits offered by other companies in this industry’),
and safety (‘workplace safety is a top priority at ScottishPower’).

Overall employee satisfaction held relatively steady at
ScottishPower this year, with a slight increase from an average score
of 3.24 to 3.25 out of 5, up from 2.88 in the first quarter of 2002/03.

Every year, our Executive Team reviews the results of the
employee survey, and each business sets actions plans and
targets for the following year. Survey results and targets are set
out in detail online.

Conclusion
The overriding purpose of all the workplace activity described
above is simple: to do what we can to make sure that the best
people come to work at ScottishPower, and that they enjoy working
at ScottishPower. If people are satisfied with their work and
their working environment, then they will do their jobs better.

     2003/04 3.25
     2002/03 Q4 3.24
     2002/03 Q1 2.88

0 1 2 3 4 5
Disagree Agree

Attitude & Action results
ScottishPower’s Attitude & Action survey measures employee
satisfaction across all businesses and all employees.

ScottishPower Employee Satisfaction

Investing in people
We are committed to developing our talent. This includes an
extensive apprenticeship programme in the US and UK.



1 International Strategic Goals

Our international strategic goals for the marketplaces 
in which we operate are:

• To be recognised for outstanding customer service and care
• To provide safe, reliable power underpinned by sustained

investment in our assets and technology
• To be an established pioneer of sustainable energy

2 Key Issues

Each of our businesses faces different issues within the
marketplace in which they operate. The main issues that

we face include:

• Protecting the health and safety of the general public: How
can we create an operating environment that best protects the
general public, reflecting our ethical and legal responsibility
to them?

• Security of energy supply: How can we ensure a reliable
supply of energy when and where it’s needed to meet current
and future demand?

• Customer service: How can we ensure all contact with the
company meets or beats customer expectations of service?

• Price and value of energy: How can we deliver affordable
energy to all our customers?

Other areas that are important to our customers and us include
providing green energy options, improving energy efficiency,
supporting and serving customers with priority needs and
ensuring that our services are accessible to all our customers.
Throughout our activities, we seek to balance the economic,
environmental and social costs of generating, transmitting,
distributing and providing energy to our customers. 

3 Performance Summary

This is the first year that we have reported separately on
our marketplace impact. Events over the period have

dramatically illustrated why the market in which we operate 
is of unique importance to 21st century society. Major power
failures in the Eastern US, Italy and London captured the
headlines as our modern world’s dependence on electricity was
starkly revealed. While ScottishPower was not involved in those
high-profile incidents, each year some of our customers in the
UK and US suffer power failures. Such incidents serve to
increase our determination to do all we can to maintain security
of supply. We are pleased to report on progress in this area. Here
we also address key issues and our impact on the marketplace
through public safety and our relationships with suppliers, as well
as performance, customer satisfaction, complaints, investment, price
and value, and our efforts to help customers manage energy use. 

Public safety
We are committed to public safety and have a responsibility to
minimise risks by keeping all our facilities safe and by keeping
the public well informed about safety risks associated with the
electricity that we generate and distribute. 

There are, broadly, two categories of risk: the possibility
of accidents involving live electrical equipment such as overhead
power lines, and the possibility of individuals electrocuting
themselves at home or at work. Both types of risk are addressed
in the regulatory frameworks in operation in the US and the UK,
and ScottishPower complies with all public safety regulations
through our Group Health and Safety Standard for Public Safety
and Stakeholder Relationships. This Standard is applied both by
our operating businesses and by contractors working on their
behalf, and is based on seven public safety core principles, which
are set out in our Marketplace Performance Report. 

PacifiCorp’s public safety programme substantially
increased presentations on electric safety to targeted audiences
this year. Our public safety programme was evaluated by AEGIS

Marketplace Performance Summary

1 International Strategic Goals
2 Key Issues
3 Performance Summary
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Insurance and judged to be ‘Top Tier’, the highest rating possible.
There has been no equivalent external evaluation of the public
safety programmes of our other businesses.

Given the importance of public safety, and the potential
risks to our business if things go wrong, we have developed
numerous public safety programmes in the US and the UK.
These focus on educating the general public – and
schoolchildren in particular – about the dangers associated with
electricity, and how to avoid them. Examples of our public safety
campaigns and programmes can be found online.

Security of energy supply
Maintaining a safe, secure and reliable supply of electricity is our
first duty to our customers. For all our businesses, a number of
factors can affect energy supply: from short-term issues like the
weather to longer-term considerations such as overall growth in
demand. Each of our businesses is responding to the challenge of
guaranteeing uninterrupted supply for our customers, investing
in system upgrades and infrastructure as appropriate. The
performance of each business, together with specific new
initiatives introduced over the past year is profiled below:
• PacifiCorp began using Foresite, a computer-modelling tool 

that predicts future demand. This incorporates long-term
assessments of expected infrastructure needs as well as
predicting the amount of electricity needed. It considers
regional weather patterns, population growth and other factors.

• Infrastructure Division increased investment in the replacement
of network assets. We spent £60 million on new customer
connections and network upgrading, including ongoing major
reinforcement projects in Dumfries & Galloway and Wrexham.

• UK Division’s main investments have been in building a
diversified portfolio of energy sources by investing in
windfarms. We have 158 MW already in operation, planning
applications for a further 920 MW, and environmental
assessments initiated on a further 63 MW. 

Investment
Our investment strategy is to drive the growth and development
of our businesses. In 2003/04, we made a net investment of £901
million in our asset base. Organic growth expenditure totalled
£364 million, with 74% of this invested in the US. The balance
was spent on refurbishing and upgrading our existing network.
• PacifiCorp invested $150.7 million in system reinforcement and

upgrades, new transmission and system networks, from a total
investment in transmission and distribution of $347.8 million.

• Infrastructure Division made a £260 million net investment 
in assets for the year, with 23% in organic growth areas such
as new customer connections and network upgrading.

• UK Division operates some 5,400 MW of generating capacity,
and net asset investment in 2003/04 was £93 million.

• PPM’s net investment in the year was £129 million, the 
majority of which (over £100 million) was invested in new 
wind generation. 

Performance
We monitor our performance and report results to customers
and regulators on key supply security issues. In some cases, these
performance standards are reinforced by guarantees where we
make payments to customers when targets are not met. Details
of our performance standards are shown on pages 25-26. 

Working with customers during 
and after a storm

A severe winter storm caused widespread service
disruptions across Utah’s Wasatch Front last winter. By several
measures, the storm was one of the worst in Utah’s recorded
history, and the most devastating in Utah Power’s recent history.
Repairs cost $7.6 million, the most costly storm event ever
on Utah Power’s system. Overall, some 190,000 customers
were affected, across an area covering 9,600 square miles. 

Tree and line crews worked continuously to restore power,
rotating personnel for rest according to our safety guidelines.
Two major issues were raised by customers, community
leaders and media: our tree trimming efforts and quality of
information they received about the status of outages. These
are important issues, explored fully in a report we delivered
following an investigation to identify causes for the extent of
the outage and areas for improvement, including 28 specific
items in four categories: preventing or mitigating technology
problems, addressing the number of downed secondary and
service wires caused by fallen trees, improving effectiveness
of emergency operating plans, and reinforcing compliance
with existing maintenance and correction policies for
transmission and distribution systems.

We met with stakeholders bi-weekly since February to review
progress and findings. Major activities included an opinion
survey of 1,200 customers, focus groups with outage
customer to assess their experience, employee focus groups,
city council meetings and a presentation to the Legislative
Energy Task Force. One result of the consultation was
voluntary goodwill credits paid to customers who were without
power for 48 hours or more. Payments totalled $1.93 million. 

The full report is posted online at www.utahpower.net.
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Of the nine standards measured by PacifiCorp, we met
seven of our targets in 2003/04. For Infrastructure Division, the
regulator sets targets and monitors performance on the eight most
important customer issues for both of our licences, SP Manweb and
SP Distribution. We surpassed the target in four areas, met the
target in one and failed to meet the targeted performance in three.
UK Division has five overall standards against which the regulator
tracks and monitors our performance. In 2003/04 our performance
ranged from 97.8 to 99.8%, compared to 99.1 to 100% in 2002/03. 

Customer satisfaction and complaints
Our overall approach to customer satisfaction and complaints, and
detailed information for each part of our business, can be found in
the online Marketplace Performance Report. Each of our businesses
has different methods for measuring customer satisfaction;
highlights from last year’s performance are shown below.
• PacifiCorp’s index score on the key national measure, the JD

Power & Associates Electric Utility Residential Customer
Satisfaction Survey, rose last year from 97 to 101; to put this 
in context, PacifiCorp ranked 6th out of 12 West region utilities.
In the business market, we rose from 6th to 3rd place among 60
energy companies in the national TQS survey of the 6,500 largest
energy users. On our second survey of regulators’ perceptions of
our performance, our overall rating rose from 7.2 out of 10 to 7.7.

• Infrastructure Divisions’s February 2004 customer survey
indicated low levels of satisfaction with various service
components – notably the quality of recorded messages for
customers during supply faults. We have taken measures to
improve both the reality and the perception of our service, and
these are detailed in our online Marketplace Performance Report. 

• UK Division uses Voice of the Customer research to measure
customer satisfaction. Of the 72 attributes measured, 52 have
remained steady or improved over the past year. Further
details are included online. 
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US Performance Performance Performance Performance Targets
Standards 2001/02 2002/03 2003/04
#1 168.97 SAIDI 205.95 SAIDI 173 SAIDI By 2005, we will reduce the average length of time 
System Availability customers are without power due to supply interruptions to 

190, which is more than the 10% reduction commitment
over baseline levels. Baseline targets vary by state. The
baseline is established from 1995-1999 performance levels,
adjusted to reflect the improvements in reporting. 

#2 1.66 SAIFI 1.91 SAIFI 1.67 SAIFI By 2005, we will reduce the average number of times  
System Reliability customers experience supply interruptions to 1.8, which is 

more than the 10% reduction commitment over baseline 
levels. Baseline targets vary by state. The baseline is 
established from 1995-1999 performance levels, adjusted to
reflect the improvements in reporting. 

#3 2.71 MAIFI 0.47 MAIFI 0.22* MAIFI By 2005, we will reduce the average number of momentary
Momentary Interruptions power interruptions customers experience by 5%. Baseline 

targets vary by state. 

*MAIFI data collection was affected by CADOPS  
implementation. Corrected calculations are being developed.
Prior to CADOPS implementation, five of six states served
had achieved their 5% improvement target.

#4 Assessment is Assessment is 5 of 6 states have Five new circuits in each state each year will be selected 
Worst-performing Circuits ongoing ongoing met the required for improvement annually for the next five years.  

20% improvement The circuit performance indicator of the five worst circuits 
target in CPI will be reduced by 20% over a five-year period.
scores, based  
on performance
adjusted for 
improved reporting
processes

#5 86.20% 85% 85% We will ensure that at least 80% of our customers who 
Restoring Supply experience a power interruption have their power supply 
after a Fault restored in less than three hours. 
#6 81% 80% 80% We commit to answer 80% of all telephone calls to our 
Answering the Telephone Customer Service Centres within 20 seconds. 
#7 3 days – 99% 3 days – 99% 99% We will respond to all non-disconnect complaints received 
Responding to from Commissions within three working days.
the Commission

4 hours – 100% 4 hours – 98% 100% We will respond to all disconnect complaints received from
Commissions within four working hours.  

30 days – 98% 30 days – 97% 100% We will resolve 95% of all Commission complaints within 30 
days. 

SAIDI System Average Interruption Duration Index – Total customer minutes of interruptions divided by total number of customers
SAIFI System Average Interruption Frequency Index – Measures the number of service interruptions experienced by all customers of a given utility and is scored by dividing the total number of 

service interruptions in a year by the number of delivery customers, thereby deriving the number of times a hypothetical average customer experienced service interruption during that year
MAIFI Momentary Average Interruption Frequency Index – Number of momentary outages per customer per year

PacifiCorp



Overall Standards UK 2002/03 2003/04 2003/04 Performance 2004/05
Region Performance Target Performance against Target Target

EOS1: Supply Restoration  SP Distribution 99.96%
99.50%

99.87% Exceeded
99.5%(18 hours)

SP Manweb 99.61% 99.94% Exceeded
EOS2: Voltage Complaints  SP Distribution 98.93%

100%
96.04% Fell short

100%(6 months)
SP Manweb 95.91% 96.64% Fell short

EOS3(a): New Connections SP Distribution 100%
100%

99.56% Fell short
100%(30 working days) 

SP Manweb 100% 99.14% Fell short
EOS3(b): New Connections  SP Distribution 100%

100%
100% Met

100%(40 working days)
SP Manweb 100% 100% Met

EOS4: Customer Letters  SP Distribution 89.42%
100%

96.6% Fell short
100%(10 working days)

SP Manweb 99.07% 97.7% Fell short
EOS5: Multiple Interruptions SP Distribution 99.53%

98%
99.41% Exceeded

98%(>3 mins on more than  
5 occasions) SP Manweb 99.64% 99.54% Fell short
EOS9a: Pre-Payment Meters SP Distribution 99.94%

98%
99.57% Exceeded

98%(Weekdays)
SP Manweb 99.90% 99.93% Exceeded

EOS9b: Pre-Payment Meters SP Distribution 100%
98%

100% Exceeded
98%(Weekends)

SP Manweb 100% 100% Exceeded

Overall Standards 2002/03 2003/04 2003/04 2004/05
(supply and metering) UK Performance Target Performance Target Detail

Putting a supply back on 99.12% 100% 99.62% 100% This only applies to supplies 
(after cutting it off) we cut off because you have 

not paid a bill. When you pay 
the amount you owe, or make 
an arrangement to pay, we will 
put your supply back on within
24 hours. 

Moving a meter 100% 100% 97.78% 100% If you have a low voltage 
supply and ask us to move 
your meter, we will do this for 
all customers in 15 working 
days. 

Changing a meter 99.54% 100% 99.76% 100% After you ask us to change the
way we charge for your 
electricity, we will fit a suitable 
replacement meter inside 10 
working days. This applies to all 
domestic customers. 

Prepayment meters If you tell us that your domestic
within three hours on  99.13% 98% 98.95% 98% prepayment meter is not 
working day (electricity), working, we will arrange a visit 
four hours (gas) from a properly qualified person

to repair or replace it. 
within four hours on any  98.99% 95% 99.08% 95%
other day for both electricity     
and gas meters
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In terms of customer complaints:
• In 2003/04, overall commission complaints for PacifiCorp

rose from 0.3607 per 1,000 customers across all states the
previous year to 0.4369 this year; a significant portion of
these were due to a severe storm in Utah (see case study page
24), without which the rate reduced to 0.3156.

• In Infrastructure Division, complaint levels have been
declining in recent years as we attempt to deal with the root
causes. The level of complaints to energywatch (the national
customer advocacy organisation which publishes data on 
all energy suppliers’ performances) dropped by over half 
in 2003/04 compared to 2002/03 (from 0.086 per 1,000
customers to 0.036) and we aim to reduce this further in
2004/05. 

• For UK Division, year-on-year we have reduced overall
energywatch complaints by over 35%. Improvements occured
in sales and transfer areas, with us achieving the industry’s
lowest level of sales complaints (0.21 per 1,000 compared to
0.33 industry average), and coming second overall in terms of
transfer complaints (1.21 per 1,000 compared to 2.12 industry
average).

Helping customers manage energy use
While all our customers are interested in keeping prices down,
for some of our customers affording energy is a particular
challenge. We address the needs of these customers through
programmes that encourage energy efficiency and customers’
control of their energy use. We work creatively to help address
the root causes of fuel poverty, from specialised bill payment
plans involving debt reduction and education, to helping
customers understand and afford ways to reduce their energy
consumption. 

We consider disconnections a last resort, but they
sometimes remain necessary in our desire – and, in some cases
our obligation – to keep prices down for customers. We aim to
manage our business and customer accounts in a way that
avoids all customers unfairly bearing the costs of a few.

• PacifiCorp introduced five new programmes over the past
year to help promote energy efficiency. (Further details and
case studies can be found in the online Marketplace and
Environmental Performance Reports.) 

• We work with partner agencies to help low-income
households keep their homes warm without incurring 
large fuel bills. PacifiCorp customers received a total of over
$14 million in energy assistance from local, state and federal
funds in 2003/04, an increase from $12.9 million in 2002/03.
We work with customers who have outstanding electricity
debts to arrange payment terms or to refer them to agencies
for help in accessing energy assistance to avoid disconnection
for non-payment. Despite these efforts, we have seen an
increase in customers disconnected last year due to non-
payment. Despite the increase, we have not seen related
increases in complaints to state energy commissions.

• UK Division has a commitment to deliver 4,556 GWh in energy
savings from domestic properties between April 2002 through
March 2005, through promoting and installing energy efficiency
measures. We continue to make good progress against our
commitment, achieving 88% of our targeted domestic energy
savings by March 2004. We work hard to prevent disconnecting
customers, and work with partner organisations to provide
advice and support for customers at risk of disconnection. 
After consultation with Ofgem, we recently voluntarily
extended our policy of not disconnecting vulnerable
customers over the winter months to apply all year round. 

Green energy initiatives
We continue to develop the range of green energy products
available to our customers. 

• By the end of March 2004, more than 25,000 PacifiCorp
customers had signed up for renewable energy options (offered
as Blue Sky by Pacific Power and Utah Power, with two
additional options in Oregon), an increase of 19% over
2002/03. In May 2003, the price for the Blue Sky tariff – which
comprises a mix of wind, geothermal, biomass and solar power
– dropped from $2.95 per kWh to $1.95 due to the reduced
cost of acquiring renewable power. PacifiCorp achieved two
top-five national rankings for its green energy programmes
based on the US Department of Energy’s National Renewable
Energy Laboratory analysis of 500 utilities in 33 states, coming
fourth in terms of renewable energy sales and fifth in terms of
customers enrolled in green programmes.

• The number of domestic customers subscribing to our Green
Energy packages in the UK almost trebled in 2003/04, while
we have also successfully grown sales of our Green Source
renewable supply option for business customers. This growth
has been achieved through the introduction of two new green
energy products and high profile environmental campaigns
such as the Carbon Neutral Newcastle initiative.

Price and value
The performance of each of our operating businesses on this
measure is strongly influenced by the relevant market and
regulatory context. More specific information on rates is
available in the Marketplace Performance Report.

• PacifiCorp’s prices are fixed by state utility commissions
based on prudently incurred costs for generation,
transmission and distribution. Profitability is controlled 
by what the regulatory commission considers to be a fair,
reasonable return on investment and costs required to
provide safe, reliable, quality power to customers.
Information from the 2004 Edison Institute Typical Bills 
and Average Rates Report shows that while prices paid by
PacifiCorp’s customers increased over the past year, average
rates paid by PacifiCorp’s customers were lower than those
paid by customers of other utilities in the regions served. 
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• Like other suppliers, ScottishPower has continued to face
increasing challenges as the competitive market in the UK
develops. These challenges include continued upward pressure
on wholesale energy costs. This past year, the industry has
seen a range of gas and electricity price increases from all
major suppliers and ScottishPower has also passed on
increases during this time. We ensure that all our customers
receive detailed information about any price increases that
affect them by distributing personalised letters in advance of
any price increase being implemented. With a key industry
focus on wholesale energy costs going forward, and an
increasing number of competitor price increases, we will seek
to offer sustainable, competitive prices for all our customers.

Suppliers
The delivery of ScottishPower’s high standards of environmental
and social responsibility in many cases depends on the behaviour
not only of our employees but also the contractors and suppliers
who carry out work on our behalf. We employ contractors to
perform a range of functions such as cable laying and tree
trimming, and to deliver some support services. Our performance
– and reputation – demand that our suppliers operate to the same
standards of customer service, quality, health and safety and
environmental stewardship that we expect from ScottishPower
employees. We are therefore working to ensure that our
procurement policies, which focus on delivering value for money
and minimising risk, also incorporate CSR criteria. This is a
major undertaking, and one that is a key challenge for all
companies in all sectors. The following highlights give an
indication of the progress made over the past year.

In the UK, ScottishPower is leading an initiative to
incorporate broader CSR compliance into the pre-qualification
process for suppliers used by more than 60 UK-based utilities
covering energy, rail, telecommunications and water. In 2003,
this involved detailed consultation with academics and specialist
consultants about how best to incorporate CSR practices into
pre-qualification and contract award decisions (see right).

A Group Procurement Council was established in 2003,
comprising of senior management from both the US and UK.
The Group Procurement function has formal representation 
on the ScottishPower CSR Steering Committee. We have
incorporated some CSR criteria in the balanced scorecards of
procurement functions across the Group to include supplier
evaluations and training and development. In 2003 we extended
our Environmental Purchasing Policy, which had previously
applied only to our UK businesses, to the whole Group. Further
information on this and other procurement practices, and on 
our management of supplier relationships, can be viewed in our
online Marketplace Performance Report.

We also recognise the importance of offering
opportunities to all suppliers – including those from our local
communities and small and minority-owned businesses – while
conducting business in a fair and competitive manner. In the
UK, while we are legally constrained from favouring small

providers, we endeavour to ensure they have full access to the
prequalification process. In the US, we apply purchasing strategies
that aim to support local communities and businesses within our
prudent cost and risk strategies. In 2002/03, through PacifiCorp
we spent more than $400 million – over 50% of our procurement-
managed external expenditure – in the states we serve.

Conclusion
The nature of our widely differing regulatory and market
environments dictates our approach to managing marketplace
issues. All our customers are entitled to expect a reliable, safe,
secure and affordable supply of energy from us, although they
differ greatly in terms of their needs and requirements, and in the
demands they make of us as their energy and network supplier.
This is reflected in the fact that marketplace issues are managed
by individual businesses. This ensures we can meet regulatory
requirements while seeking to provide our customers with the
service they rightly demand of us. 

Asking the right questions of our suppliers
In the UK, ScottishPower uses the Achilles vendor
Database as part of a supplier pre-qualification

process. Areas currently covered in the pre-qualification
process include environmental management, health and
safety compliance and performance, employment practices
and commercial risk.

ScottishPower initiated and is leading a working group
comprised of Achilles and other UK-based utility companies
that is reviewing the metrics within supplier qualification to
further focus on environmental and social performance
within the pre-qualification process for suppliers. The working
group met twice in 2003/04 to discuss CSR issues within
the supply chain. The issues range from improving the
questions and verification in relation to environmental and
health and safety management, to seeking assurances
around pay, benefits and work-time limits.

In the US, PacifiCorp’s procurement team is in the process of
enhancing its supplier evaluation and qualification programmes.
When completed, this programme will include components to
evaluate supplier focus on commercial, technical and ethical
performance including applicable CSR elements.



1 International Strategic Goals

Our international strategic goals for our community
impacts are to:

• Enhance our status as a respected, active, valued contributor
to communities

• Partner with regulators in delivering safe, reliable and value-
for-money power to our customers

• Work with community partners to address our key social
impacts: safety, siting and maintenance of facilities, fuel
poverty

• Invest in communities in ways that are consistent with
ScottishPower values, including learning and sustainability

• Become more accessible and accountable in our community
activities

• Deliver tools to support business and employee community
involvement

2 Key Issues

Many of the issues that are most important for the
communities in which we operate (such as security of

supply, public safety and electricity prices) are dealt with in the
Marketplace section of this report. Over and above these areas,
we work hard to establish good relationships with these
communities through ongoing engagement and consultation,
community investment initiatives, and partnerships to deliver
programmes to meet their needs. 

3 Business Case for Community
Engagement

Three distinct business factors inform our community
activities. The first is based on our physical presence in local
communities in the US and UK. Not only is our financial health
linked to the economic, social and environmental viability of the

communities where we operate, but our operations directly
affect those communities – for example through the siting of new
distribution, transmission or generation facilities. It is essential
for our business success that we are seen as a welcome
neighbour. Our community programme plays an important role
in identifying and addressing key issues of local concern. 

The second factor is the role that community initiatives
play in developing the pride and skills of our workforce.
We have already described in the Workplace section of this
report how vital it is for us to recruit and retain a talented and
motivated team of employees. We also believe that enabling 
our employees to contribute to community causes through
ScottishPower has a powerful and positive impact on their 
levels of job satisfaction. This, in turn, makes a positive impact
on their performance.

The third factor is the impact of community engagement
on our overall corporate reputation. We know that earning the
trust of communities helps us achieve our business aims and
needs, such as facility siting. It also helps us keep aware of
changes in communities that may impact our business, such 
as economic growth. 

At ScottishPower, community investment must be
justified on business grounds. While the overall sums involved
are small compared to our mainstream investment programme,
which improves service and supply to customers, the impact of
community investment can be disproportionately large. This is
one of the reasons why we take a businesslike approach.

Understanding community needs and priorities
In order to make sure that we are addressing the concerns of 
the communities where we do business in the US and UK, our
businesses maintain ongoing formal and informal dialogue with
them to identify key issues. This dialogue can take a number 
of forms, depending on circumstances: opinion polling, open
meetings for local residents and community representatives, one-
to-one meetings with key stakeholder organisations, and so on.

Community Performance Summary

1 International Strategic Goals
2 Key Issues
3 Business Case for Community Engagement
4 Measurement and Benchmarking 
5 Selected Performance Indicators
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We fulfil regulatory requirements for community consultation
with regard to planning, and we endeavour to work directly 
with communities on site selection, gaining permits and other
operations that may affect them. Some examples of our
community consultation over the past year are described in our
online Community Performance Report. Overall, we use two
major research programmes that give an indication of how local
communities feel about ScottishPower. 

In the US, PacifiCorp conducts annual Opinion Leader
Research that not only asks local community leaders about our
performance on reliability, but also on how well we work with
them and meet local needs. Results from 2003 showed a
significant improvement, with those expressing themselves very
satisfied up from 63% in 2002 to 71%. In the UK, our Voice of
the Customer research, which includes some community-related
questions, showed generally steady performance compared to
last year. 

Our approach to community investment
We now focus our community investment under two themes:
learning and sustainability. We track programme focuses in
four main areas: economic development, education and
employability, preserving and enhancing the environment, 
and leadership and partnership. These focus areas apply to 
the community investment strategies both of ScottishPower 
as a corporate entity, and to those of our individual businesses.
In the US, we also provide funding to communities through 
our PacifiCorp Foundation for Learning. 

At the Group level, we formed a new Community Policy
Committee this year. It convenes quarterly and defines our
community international goals (see page 29) and Group
community guiding principles. The committee is made up of
senior representatives from across our businesses in both the 

US and UK and drives community strategy throughout the
Group. Members of the committee share examples of best
practice from their particular business for consideration by other
parts of the organisation. They also work together to identify
areas where efforts can be concentrated to address emerging
needs. Issues discussed this year included facility siting,
volunteering programmes, executive involvement, focus of
investment, community consultation approaches, and the social,
legal and regulatory differences in our operating environments. 

We anticipate that the work of this committee will
provide distinct value to the company in the years ahead by
building, where appropriate, a consistent approach to working
with communities. The committee’s chair represents the
committee and all community functions throughout the Group
on the CSR Steering Committee.

Economic Development
The success of our business is inextricably linked to the
economic health of the communities we serve: economically
viable communities present our company with strong,
predictable operating markets. While our principal contribution
to economic development lies in the provision of the energy that
is one of its essential components, we go further than this with 
a range of programmes explicitly designed to support local
economic development.

Last year, PacifiCorp’s Development Initiative persuaded
eight companies to locate their facilities in the State of Utah,
creating 1,231 local jobs with a combined annual payroll in
excess of $7.5 million. During the year, PacifiCorp also awarded
31 Challenge Grants totalling $150,150. These are designed to
enhance the economic climate in the communities where we
operate through the creation and retention of jobs in partnership
with relevant local agencies.

Members of the ScottishPower management team work
to ensure that the voice of business is heard in the key debates
affecting local economies, and our employees serve on a number
of local and regional business, charity and voluntary boards.
During the past year, they have also hosted discussions on
economic development and planning needs, and have provided
community development consultation services to more than 
500 communities in the US, helping them in their aims of
growing or managing economic growth.

In both the US and the UK, we are playing an
increasingly active role in helping cities and regions plan their
future. ScottishPower employees devoted many hours last year
to participating in community-based decision-making processes
on a broad range of local economic issues. Case studies and
further information about these activities are available online.

Overall, ScottishPower invested more than £277,000 in
economic development activity last year. 

Education and Employability
As we highlighted in the Workplace section of this report,
ScottishPower is deeply committed to the principle of lifelong
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Application of London Benchmarking Group model

LBG Category ScottishPower Investment

1 Charitable gifts £600,000*

2 Community investment £4.8 million

3 Commercial initiatives £760,000
in the community

4 Business basics

*An additional total of 
£1.2 million was granted

through the PacifiCorp
Foundation for Learning



learning. On page 21, we showed how this commitment is
brought to life within our company for the benefit of our
employees and their families. Here, we offer a perspective on
how it is brought to life in the communities where we do
business, for the benefit of disadvantaged young people. 

In the UK, ScottishPower Learning (established eight
years ago in partnership with the trades unions represented at
the company) has expanded to offer services outside the
company. It delivers a range of community programmes that
have now given nearly 9,500 young people a fresh start in life.
By giving them the skills and experience that will enable them 
to get a job, we also, importantly, make a contribution to their
communities. Last year alone, ScottishPower helped change the
lives of nearly 2,000 youngsters through various programmes. 
In different ways, and with different partners, these programmes
help young people to discover their potential and make a
successful transition into employment. This has meant that more

young people across the country have the opportunity to benefit
from ScottishPower Learning’s programmes and expertise.
Further details can be found online.

In the US, the PacifiCorp Foundation for Learning, has
made over 6,100 grants totalling more than $37 million since it
was established in 1988. The Foundation funds various learning
programmes and initiatives, including a $1 million, three-year
early childhood literacy initiative that has reached 1,000 families
and 3,000 children in states where we operate. In Wyoming, the
Raising Readers initiative provides books and literacy coaching
for parents of the youngest children in conjunction with well
baby check-ups and immunizations. Motheread/Fatheread in
Utah works with parents of at risk children on developing their
own literacy skills as well as their children’s.

Project Optimize in Oregon helps teachers work more
effectively with children who arrive at kindergarten unable to
read, and the Parents as Teachers initiative in Idaho helps
parents support their children’s educational and development
needs in the crucial early years. These programmes are
developed and implemented in partnership with many different
local experts, from schools to state agencies to non-profit
organisations. 

In addition, last year Ian Russell, ScottishPower’s Chief
Executive, was asked by the British Home Secretary, the Rt Hon
David Blunkett MP and the Chancellor of the Exchequer, the Rt
Hon Gordon Brown MP to head a new commission established
to develop a new national framework for youth action and
engagement in the UK. The work of the commission will map
out the current volunteering landscape, including international
comparisons; analyse strengths and weaknesses of access to
volunteering opportunities; consider new approaches to UK
youth volunteering, and recommend measurable actions.

In total, ScottishPower invested £2.27 million in
employability and education programmes last year. 

Preserving and Enhancing the Environment
Our principal mechanism for environmental stewardship is our
core business. As described in the Environment section of this
report, we try to minimise the negative and maximise the
positive environmental impacts of our business. In addition, 
we know that by taking a lead in environmental matters, we 
will have an impact not just directly, through our own business,
but more broadly through shaping the public policy debate,
consumer attitudes and the attitudes of other businesses.  

The environment component of our community
investment programme is designed to underpin our corporate
commitment to environmental best practice through helping
communities innovate in environmentally progressive ways. 

In the UK, communities continue to benefit from our
highly successful Green Energy Trust, which was set up to
support small-scale renewable energy projects within
communities. Since its inception in 1998 the Trust has
committed over £450,000 to more than 50 projects across the
UK with initiatives including solar panels on community centres
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ScottishPower Learning supports new centre
ScottishPower Learning supported New Heys
Community School, in Liverpool, in the

development of a school-based learning centre, designed
with specific input from Year 9 pupils. The project, opened
by Secretary of State for Education and Skills Rt Hon
Charles Clarke MP, reflects a range of educational skills
from design, research, application, teamwork and
accountability. Prior to funding, the school’s IT suite was
uninspiring and outdated. It has now been transformed into
a state-of-the-art facility for both student and adult users.
The project has raised the aspirations and skills of pupils
and has given scope for broadening provision to allow
access to learning to the wider community. Teachers and
staff have been supported in their development and
programmes have been delivered to re-engage specific
target groups such as lone parents and the unemployed.
The development centre was an integral part of the school’s
Specialist School Bid and highlights the benefits that can be
achieved when schools and business work together to
deliver improved learning and resources for pupils.
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Community

and wind turbines for schools. ScottishPower’s commitment to
engaging energy consumers on environmental issues is further
illustrated by the ongoing Carbon Neutral Newcastle campaign,
which aims to make Newcastle the world’s first carbon neutral
city. As lead sponsor, ScottishPower has contributed £60,000 
in direct funding plus additional in-kind support. 

For example, as part of our work with windfarms, we
support local projects. In the UK, we are pioneering innovative
approaches to community benefit to apply funds across the
wider region, targeting small-scale renewable energy and energy
efficiency projects. The concept has been well received,
including Argyll and Bute Council where we are working with
energy agency ALI Energy to implement the plan, the first of its
kind in the UK.

In the US, the PacifiCorp Foundation for Learning
provided $25,272 in dollar-for-dollar match funding of employee
contributions to Earth Share Oregon, and granted funds to many
local projects (detailed online), including $5,000 to help
Wyoming Audubon open a wildlife centre at Garden Creek. 

In total, we estimate that we invested more than
£450,000 in environmental community activities last year. 

Leadership and Partnership
Our approach to community investment enables us to support
community programmes through long-term partnerships
involving long-term investment plans rather than one-off
donations. This approach not only delivers greater benefit to 
our company, but to communities and organisations, enabling
them to plan sustainably for the future. 

Good examples of this approach in action over the past
year have been our partnerships in the UK with the Royal
Scottish National Orchestra (RSNO) and Warrington Wolves
Rugby League team, and, in the US, PPM’s ongoing engagement
with communities surrounding its windfarms. 

• Our long-standing partnership with arts organisations RSNO
and the Central School for Ballet reach thousands of young
people, helping to widen access and audiences. The RSNO
partnership offers 8,000 school children and staff in Scotland
the opportunity to participate in a high-quality music
workshop and concert experience. Our partnership with the
Central School of Ballet is now in its third year and in
2003/04, over 7,000 people watched the diverse programme
of traditional and new work, presented in 31 shows at 23
venues across the UK. 

• Our partnership with Warrington Wolves over the past three
years has involved nearly 20,000 young people in sports
activities and coaching, with a variety of benefits delivered 
to the team and the local community. The partnership was
recognised by Business in the Community this year with a 
Big Tick Award.

• While our community partnerships are developed in line with
what is most appropriate for the local communities relevant
to each business, one consistent theme is our support for
initiatives that promote public safety in connection with
energy and electricity – particularly in schools.

PacifiCorp helps bring business to Oregon 
Expanding businesses, encouraging inward
investment, creating jobs and recruiting new

business to Oregon are key components of improving the
state’s economy. We have partnered with the Oregon
Economic Development Association (OEDA) and the state on
these aims through development of project-ready industrial
sites, which are ready to be fast tracked for specific
development, and a marketing programme to encourage
investment. PacifiCorp President and CEO Judi Johansen
joined Governor Ted Kulongoski in unveiling 11 such sites
and launching www.oregonprospector.com. The website is
marketed to site selectors, businesses and economic
development professionals as an informative, easy-to-use
tool to locate available buildings and properties in Oregon,
along with detailed demographic data. 

International outlook
ScottishPower Chief Executive Ian Russell joins United Nations
Secretary-General Kofi Annan at the Inaugural British Executive Services
Overseas Burns Memorial Lecture, ‘The Brotherhood of Man’, at UN
headquarters in New York.
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4 Measurement and Benchmarking

In 2003/04, we invested over £6.2 million in community
support activity based in the communities where we

operate, covering a broad range of activities including charities,
the arts, sponsorship and youth employment. An additional £1.2
million of charitable support was made through the PacifiCorp
Foundation for Learning, which is fully endowed by
ScottishPower companies.

We use the London Benchmarking Group model (see
page 30) to encourage comparability and to provide standards
for measuring and reporting.

In addition, our employees contributed more than £560,000
to good causes through giving campaigns, £328,217 of which was
also matched dollar-for-dollar by the PacifiCorp Foundation.

5 Selected Performance Indicators

Selected performance indicators are highlighted in the
table below. More indicators are detailed online.

Conclusion
Our financial health and success is inextricably linked to the
economic, environmental and social viability of the communities
where we operate, and our approach to community investment
seeks to reflect this. Our community investment activities are
therefore linked to our business objectives, and are targeted at
areas where we believe our skills, resources and energy can
benefit local communities, while developing our own internal
capabilities. The balance we seek to strike is to apply consistent
principles to our community investment activities, while
respecting the diversity of local cultures and recognising that 
we operate in diverse communities that have differing needs.

2003/04 Targets Progress against target Targets for 2004/05

Employee community engagement
(updated goal)

Increasing numbers of employees using community activities
to meet their development goals
US: Established team of volunteer captains to organise local
fundraising campaigns

UK: 85 staff were engaged in community based development
activities through ScottishPower Learning

Agree Group principles for community activity

US: Unify employee giving programmes to
address local needs and increase
employee participation
UK: Involve 100 ScottishPower staff in
ScottishPower Learning’s community activities
linked to their training and development

US

Group

Continuation of partnership efforts with
state and regional economic development
organisations and agencies to expand and
diversify local economies

Partnered with Oregon Economic Development Association to
develop OregonProspector.com, an industrial lands web site. 

Build database for OregonProspector.com
with properties inside PacifiCorp communities.

Increase in community development
support for community/tribal organisations

$150,150 awarded in 31 Challenge Grants supporting job
creation/retention. $100,000 provided to California for
economic development initiatives designed to re-establish
PacifiCorp after failed sale

$390,000 in in-kind and Challenge Grants

Deliver School-to-Work programme to 10
schools, reaching 150 students

Delivered programme to six schools reaching approximately
370 students

School-to-Work programmes being phased
out; New target: Register 50 youth via
community Lifelong Learning referral
programme

Extend invitations to establish early childhood
literacy initiatives in Idaho and Washington

Idaho initiative launched. A total of 5,000 children involved in
the four programmes. Targets exceeded in both states

Launch Washington initiative

Mitigate the impact on green spaces as a
result of the expansion of the company’s
facilities

Continue implementation of programme and follow-through Extend Jordan River Parkway initiative to
other company-owned property

UK

Attract 100,000 visitors to the
ScottishPower Space Theatre

Attracted 72,824 visitors Attract 70,000 visitors

Deliver School-to-Work programmes at 20
schools involving 200 pupils

Delivered School-to-Work programmes at 28 schools
involving 266 pupils

Deliver School-to-Work programmes with 
20 schools involving 200 pupils

Support two arts-based programmes
involving 100 participants

Two arts-based programmes supported involving 97
participants

100 participants to be involved in two arts-
based community development
programmes focusing on employability

Support 15 Prince’s Trust Team
programmes involving 120 people

15 programmes delivered with 163 participants Deliver 15 Prince’s Trust Team
programmes across 6 locations

Launch new charitable funding initiative We are re-focusing our community strategy on learning and
sustainability. Existing projects are being brought into line
with this and new projects developed

Review the existing practice of £ for £
matching in Payroll Giving and Charity
Chest fundraising support for employees in
the UK and US to ensure consistency 
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1 Scope 

ScottishPower commissioned csr network, in association
with Cameron-Cole LLC, to provide independent

assurance on the corporate responsibility information and data
within the ScottishPower 2003/04 Environmental and Social
Impact Report (ESIR) and the four detailed performance reports
(‘Reports’). The assurance process was conducted with reference
to the AA1000 Assurance Standard. A detailed version of this
independent assurance statement can be found in this statement
on the ScottishPower website.

2 Opinion

On the basis of the method and scope of work
undertaken, the Internal Audit (IA) process and the

information provided to us by ScottishPower, we have found
that the 2003/04 ESIR presents an accurate description of the
company’s performance. We found that IA validation processes,
the data collection systems and underlying trends in reported
data are generally robust. The IA process now appears to be
further embedded since last year’s report, with improved
communications and checking mechanisms. The role of the 
CSR Steering Committee has matured over the last year, and the
Committee can now be seen to be encouraging the ownership
and leadership of specific CSR initiatives within the businesses.
The business relevance of CSR issues is being discussed within
the Company in an increasingly sophisticated manner. In future
reports it will be important to articulate the outputs of these
discussions, including decisions about ‘how far’ and ‘how fast’
ScottishPower should aim to make progress on specific issues.

3 Materiality

ScottishPower’s commitment to transparency is evident 
in the level of detail provided through the reports. These

reports would be further improved by inclusion of additional
commentary to convey a sense of how current performance
compares with ScottishPower’s expectations and vision. Providing
commentary on progress towards leadership is recognised by
ScottishPower as a challenge, given the balance between legal and
audit requirements, and the need to maintain the engagement of
both internal and external stakeholders. ScottishPower has also
exercised appropriate discretion in determining which data are

presented in the ESIR, as opposed to the more detailed reports.
We consider that the majority of issues material to stakeholders
have been adequately identified in the Reports.

4 Completeness

Group level governance structures are in place for
identifying and understanding activities, performance

and impacts. There is an opportunity to broaden the scope and
depth of some information being reported through PPM. In our
statement last year, we suggested that a more systematic
approach should be used for reporting against workplace and
marketplace issues. In our view progress has been made in this
area, in particular through the human resources target setting
and reporting process and reporting on health and safety
standards. The 12 standards have set a clear and robust baseline.
Future reports should make clear how specific businesses have
sought to achieve improvements, particularly under
occupational health and change management.

We recommended last year that ScottishPower should
explore further the opportunities and constraints associated with
extending supply chain processes to cover additional social and
ethical issues. Progress has been made in this challenging area,
and ScottishPower’s leadership work with other companies to
incorporate CSR into the supplier prequalification process is
particularly commendable.

5 Responsiveness

The outputs of both Group and business-level
stakeholder dialogue have been used to shape the

contents of the Reports. Following last year’s reporting process,
an in-depth review was conducted and a number of
improvements have been made. A continued challenge for
ScottishPower is the accessibility of information on specific
issues, given the depth and breadth of information provided.
We recommend this issue be kept under review.

csr network ltd, UK September 2004

Jon Woodhead, Director
www.csrnetwork.com

Independent Assurance Statement

1 Scope 4 Completeness
2 Opinion 5 Responsiveness
3 Materiality



Topical Index
This index highlights the main areas covered within this report and the supporting online Performance Reports, 
and their locations. 

Topic covered Location
Governance and CSR management
Environmental and CSR management ESIR p.5,6,7
Stakeholder relations ESIR p.7,8, EPR p.16, WPR p.34-36, MPR p.10,19,20,29,39, CPR p.6
Audit and verification ESIR p.8
Corporate governance (Board of Directors, performance and risk management, 
business conduct, shareholders, political contributions and lobbying) ESIR p.9-11

Environment
Environmental governance (processes, systems, structure, relationship with stakeholders, risk management) ESIR p.5-6, EPR p.14-20
Energy (energy supplied, generation, renewables, hydroelectricity, cleaned up coal, 
gas fired generation, energy efficiency and conservation, green energy packages, internal energy usage) ESIR p.13-15, EPR p.21-33
Atmosphere (greenhouse gas and CO2 emissions, transport policy, power plant emissions, 
investment in low emissions) ESIR p.13,14, EPR p.34-38
Land and biodiversity (fisheries, birds, biodiversity enhancement, land reclamation, 
preventing land contamination) ESIR p.16, EPR p.39-47
Resource use and waste (waste management practices, power station ash, excavation 
and other waste, supplier relationships, internal water usage, wastewater discharge) ESIR p.16, EPR p.48-53

Workplace
Human resources policies (employment relationships, working hours, work-life balance, 
standards of behaviour, harassment policies, whistleblowing, grievance procedures, 
employee representation, managing organisational change) ESIR p.19,20, WPR p5-9
Equality and diversity (policies, diversity, recruitment) ESIR p.20,21, WPR p.9-12
Health and safety (management framework, governance, employee involvement, 
performance measurement, occupational health, performance and health) ESIR p.18,19, WPR p.23-33
Staff satisfaction (staff survey, staff satisfaction measures) ESIR p.22, WPR p.34-36
Training and development (investment in training, training opportunities, leadership development) ESIR p.21,22, WPR p.37-39
Performance and pay (performance management, employee share options, executive pay, pension plans) WPR p.40-44

Marketplace*
Public safety (regulatory framework, performance, public education initiatives) ESIR p.23,24, MPR p.6-8
Suppliers (vendor qualification, environmental purchasing policy, supplier relationships, terms of business, SMEs) ESIR p.28, MPR p.9-13
Overview of businesses (number of customers, scope, capacity) ESIR p.2,  MPR p.14,26,33,43
Regulatory context ESIR p.2, MPR p.17,27,36,43
Governance and management ESIR p.5-8, MPR p.17,28,36,44
Customer dialogue and interaction ESIR p.25, MPR p.17
Terms of business MPR p.17,28,37
Connections MPR p.28
Customer codes MPR p.28,39
Customer guarantees ESIR p.24-25, MPR p.17-18,29-30,36
Customers with individual needs MPR p.18-19,40
Customer satisfaction and loyalty (inc. complaints) ESIR p.25-27, MPR p.18-20,29,40
Security of supply and investment ESIR p.24, MPR p.20,30,40
Price and value ESIR p.27,28, MPR p.23-24,32,40
Performance measurement ESIR p.24,25, MPR p.19-20
Managing energy use and impacts (energy efficiency, fuel poverty, disconnections, 
green energy initiatives) ESIR p.27, MPR p.24-25,32,41-42
Customer communications and information (inc. statement design and advertising and marketing) MPR p.18, 25, 42
Staff training and selling MPR p.37

Community
Community investment (policies, performance) ESIR p.30, CPR p.4- 5
Working with communities (community engagement and dialogue, relationships with 
indigenous communities) ESIR p.29,30, CPR p.6
Economic development (contribution to local economic development, programmes and initiatives) ESIR p.30, CPR p.7-9
Employability and education (ScottishPower Learning, PacifiCorp Foundation for Learning) ESIR p.30,31, CPR p.10-14
Preserving and enhancing the environment (green energy initiatives, other environmental projects) ESIR p.31,32, CPR p.15-19
Leadership and partnership in the community (community partnership programmes, public safety initiatives) ESIR p.32,33, CPR p.18-21,20-24

Key
ESIR – Environmental and Social Impact Report
EPR – Environment Performance Report; WPR – Workplace Performance Report; MPR – Marketplace Performance Report; CPR – Community Performance Report 
* Note the Marketplace Performance Report is organised by business area rather than thematically
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Scottish Power plc
Registered Office: 1 Atlantic Quay, Glasgow G2 8SP
Registered in Scotland No: 193794

Further Information

Further information regarding our CSR performance can be found on:
Environmental Performance Report: www.scottishpower.com/pages/esir_environment
Workplace Performance Report: www.scottishpower.com/pages/esir_workplace
Marketplace Performance Report: www.scottishpower.com/pages/esir_marketplace
Community PerformanceReport: www.scottishpower.com/pages/esir_community

Further information regarding the ScottishPower Group can be found in:
ScottishPower Annual Review
ScottishPower Annual Report & Accounts
ScottishPower’s report on Form 20-F
PacifiCorp’s report on Form 10-K
Quarterly reporting statements

All these, and other information, can be found on our websites:
www.scottishpower.com
www.pacificorp.com
www.ppmenergy.com

Tell us what you think
Your views are important to us. If you would like to share your thoughts about any of the information contained 
within this report, please go online at www.scottishpower.com/pages/esir and complete our survey or e-mail us at:
esirfeedback@scottishpower.com, or write to:

Dominic Fry
Group Director, Corporate Communications
ScottishPower, 1 Atlantic Quay, Glasgow G2 8SP 
UNITED KINGDOM

For press releases and up-to-date information visit our website www.scottishpower.com
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